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ABSTRACT 
 The ability to develop indices to aid in the structural health monitoring of aging bridges in the United 
States is much to be desired. This paper discusses the creation of a finite element model of Government 
Bridge, located between Rock Island, Illinois and Davenport, Iowa, a historic structure dating back to the 
late nineteenth century, to help develop these indices and verify the efficacy of utilizing structural health 
monitoring systems on such structures. Frame3D, a finite element program developed by the Smart 
Structures Technology Laboratory at the University of Illinois for this type of analysis, was used to create 
the Government Bridge model. The historical significance of the test structure, initial construction, repair 
and rehabilitation timeline, and current structure are discussed in detail. The challenges of creating the 
Frame3D model from the original as-built drawings of the bridge are mentioned as well as general 
assumptions for the model. The first site visit to the bridge took place in October, 2009. The weather 
conditions during the visit remained windy, with light or heavy rain, and with an average temperature of 
fifty degrees Fahrenheit. The numerical model required many changes to account for modifications to 
bridge members. Initial acceleration data obtained from the bridge compared quite well with the results of 
the adjusted model. Numerical results predict that the first transverse mode and the first vertical mode 
occur at 1.873Hz and 4.172Hz, respectively. The experimental data show that these modes occur at 
approximately 1.953Hz and 4.297Hz, respectively. Discrepancies in these results are discussed, and, 
finally, a summary of future work and goals for the entire project and further development of the model 
are given. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO BRIDGE INDICES AND STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
The motivation for this project is based in the quest to develop bridge indices and verify the 
application of a structural health monitoring (SHM) system for bridges. SHM systems have become fairly 
common in new bridges in Asian nations, but in the United States such a system is still quite uncommon. 
The advantages for the development of an autonomous system to remotely monitor the structural integrity 
of a bridge and bridge components are substantial and discussed in many papers. Current visual bridge 
inspections, by law, are conducted at a minimum of once every two years. However, visual inspections 
are lengthy and cannot determine potential problems within the structural members until the problems 
visually manifest themselves in some way. The collapse of the I-35W Mississippi River Bridge is 
attributed to the failure of an under designed gusset plate combined with a coincidental heavy loading on 
the span. The identification of this problem by a visual inspection would be difficult. A well-designed 
SHM system, on the other hand, may be capable of providing advance warning of structural issues. 
1.2  BRIDGE INDICES 
Visual bridge inspection reports contain an innate degree of uncertainty and subjectivity since the 
inspections are carried out at varying time intervals by different bridge inspectors. An experienced 
inspector may be able to identify potential problems in a bridge and maintain an optimal rehabilitation 
schedule on the section and element level of the bridge. However, absolute dependence on visual 
inspections may result in higher maintenance costs to bridge owners because of this uncertainty. The 
concept of establishing a reliable methodology for rating the condition of a bridge over its lifecycle is 
appealing to many departments of transportation and other entities charged with the repair and 
maintenance of bridges. The term bridge index varies depending on its intended purpose -- Is the index to 
be used as an evaluation of the remaining life of the structure assuming no mitigation attempts are made? 
Is it to assist in optimizing future maintenance costs? Or is it to identify the current “safety level” of the 
bridge for the designed traffic load? In many cases, the bridge index is defined as a rating system for the 
entire bridge or sections of the bridge (bridge deck, substructure, piers, etc).  Bridge indices also have the 
potential for use even at the member level (beams, girders, stringers, etc).  
The reliability index is a time-dependent value that probabilistically assesses the state of a bridge on a 
global or member-by-member basis depending on the bridge type, bridge environment, loading, elapsed 
time since construction or last major rehabilitation, and desired lifetime of the bridge. These factors are 
considered in the reliability index because of the various failures a bridge can experience. Bridge type 
refers to whether the bridge is primarily steel or concrete since each face different maintenance 
challenges. The saltiness, acidity, or other environmental factors in a region greatly affect the bridge 
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depending on the construction material. The age of the bridge or time since major modifications were 
made to the bridge will always affect the reliability of the individual structural members and the structure 
as a whole; the effects may be negligible over several years, but over many years the effect increases 
dramatically. Changes in bridge loading may result from transcient natural sources, such as wind or 
earthquakes, or from modification in average weight and speed of vehicles or traffic patterns. A target 
reliability index is defined based on the main parameters (bridge type, geographic location, etc) and on 
past statistical data. When the reliability index value for a bridge member reaches the predetermined 
target reliability index value, then the bridge is assumed to require repairs. The visual inspections 
determine if repairs are necessary outside the frame of reliability index predictions (Catbas, Dissanayake). 
 Health indices are useful for quantifiably assessing the condition of an entire bridge system as well as 
components of the bridge, such as the deck or superstructure. This type of index can be very valuable for 
approximating required repair budgets. Each element is assigned a value between 0 and 100, with 100 
corresponding to “100%” or a brand-new condition. Following this logic, 0% could correspond to 
element failure (Thompson). The health index of the entire bridge is based on the comparison between the 
current bridge value and the estimated cost of a replacement structure. The equation is given by: 
Health Index ሺHIሻ ൌ  
∑Current Element Value
∑Total ሺoriginalሻ Element Value
x100 
 Condition states are another method to evaluate the state of a bridge. Condition states are based on the 
Commonly Recognized (CoRe) elements. CoRe elements are a grouping of 98 common structural 
elements developed by the Federal Highway Administration and six state departments of transportation in 
the 1990s. These elements contain most “girders, trusses, arches, cables, floor beams, stringers, 
abutments, piers, pin and hangers, culverts, joints, bearing, railings, decks and slabs” (Gutkowski) Several 
examples of a CoRe element are a bare concrete deck, a concrete deck covered in asphalt; a bare steel 
girder, and a painted steel girder. AASHTO provides a guide to all defined CoRe elements, although the 
typical bridge consists of ten or fewer of these elements (Thompson). Sub-elements can be easily created 
by adding modifications to a generic member defined by CoRe. The main advantage of having a uniform 
method for evaluating the health of bridge elements is to create a uniform basis across all agencies that 
are responsible for repair and rehabilitation decisions for bridges. Funding and practices for maintaining 
bridges country and worldwide may vary tremendously, but the actual bridge components are similar and 
thus a system of evaluation, like CoRe elements, can be quite useful. As of 2000, more than forty U.S. 
state departments of transportation had adopted a modified element evaluation system based on CoRe. 
 Condition states were developed as a result of the data collected by using CoRe elements. A list of the 
generic condition state patterns, as defined by Thompson (see references) is shown below: 
1. Protected. Element’s protection (paint for steel, etc) is functioning. 
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2. Exposed. Element’s protection has partially or completely failed. 
3. Attacked. Element is under active attack by environment (corrosion of steel, etc) 
4. Damaged. Element serviceability has been reduced by physical modification (bent, etc) or loss of 
material (loss of cross-section, etc). 
5. Failed. Element is no longer serviceable. 
 Condition states are assigned based on the percentage of bridge elements perceived by bridge 
inspectors to fall into the above categories. Multiple categories of condition states may be used depending 
on the types of deterioration processes that are primarily at work in the structure. The severity and extent 
of the deterioration in the bridge can help to establish a cost-effective rehabilitation plan. 
1.3 SUMMARY OF BRIDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PONTIS 
 The creation of a bridge management system (BMS) in the United States was mandated by Congress 
in the 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Act. The resulting BMS software was named “Pontis”, 
which is Latin for “bridge”, and was to be implemented by 1998. In 1994, Pontis was incorporated into 
the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). As of 2009, Pontis 
is an AASHTO BRIDGEWare product. Pontis is itself a BMS software based on a modified visual 
inspection process that attempts to provide more accurate information about the bridge. This information 
is to assist in optimizing repairs and managing costs over the lifecycle of the bridge. The program is 
currently used by departments of transportation in thirty-nine states and in seven foreign countries.  
 The Pontis program is divided into several main modules that perform various functions for bridge 
management. The Database Module is responsible for storing all bridge information and previous 
inspection reports. This part of the program also stores answers from local bridge inspection experts on 
deterioration rates for the particular bridge in question, which in turn affect the deterioration model. The 
Maintenance, Repair, and Rehabilitation Module (MR&R) is perhaps the most valuable aspect of the 
Pontis program. Within the MR&R Module of Pontis, a Markov deterioration model is used to assess and 
predict deterioration in a bridge. The probability of a section or element moving from one damage state to 
another is determined and evaluated. Implicit in the Markov model, the history of the member is ignored; 
only the previous state of the section or element and any action chosen at that time (whether to repair the 
member or leave it alone) is considered. Additionally, the health index of the individual members is used 
in the analysis. The deterioration model uses CoRe elements to predict element changes. Additional sub-
elements of existing CoRe elements can also be incorporated into Pontis. The MR&R subsequently 
proposes various cost maintenance strategies to achieve lifecycle goals, based on length of desired bridge 
life and available budget. The Improvement Model takes very basic “improvement” options in 
conjunction with the MR&R module to suggest future modifications to the bridge. The improvements 
consist of three main goals: widening of the roadway, raising the height limit for traffic, and improving 
the overall functionality of the structure by a combination of the previous two improvements coupled with 
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repair of existing bridge members. The Integration Model takes all the previous evaluations of bridge 
members and potential improvement projects and combines them into optional bridge maintenance plans 
that are ranked according to predicted cost and benefits (American, Gutkowski). 
 Pontis also has the ability to analyze various repair scenarios with different budgets to help determine 
what budget size is optimal for bridge maintenance. As seen from the above description, Pontis manages 
all components of a bridge, not just major sections of the bridge. In this way, the actual cost for required 
rehabilitation can be better estimated. Pontis helps to catalogue and manage multiple bridge databases and 
is capable of holding bridge information for geographical regions in a central database (American).  
1.4 STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING VALIDATION PROJECT FOR GOVERNMENT 
BRIDGE 
Government Bridge is a historic monument to the prowess of engineers of the late 19th Century. The 
bridge derives its name from the owner, the United States Federal Government, and is maintained by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The structure has twin decks, one above the other. The top level 
accommodates railway traffic with two tracks – although only one track is currently used – and the lower 
deck is a roadway that accommodates regular vehicular traffic. The structure has seven spans, two Pratt 
and five Baltimore trusses, with one symmetric rotating draw span, a camelback truss. The history of the 
bridge and information regarding the bridge itself is included in detail in the next chapter. 
The rotating swing span of this bridge was selected as an ideal test bed for the validation of a 
structural health monitoring system and potential development of bridge indices. The selection of this 
bridge was primarily due to ease of access for SHM system installation. When the span is rotated, the 
underside of the bridge is between six and eight feet above the swing span pier. The pier itself extends the 
length of half the span in either direction which allows entire access to the underside of the rotated bridge. 
Additionally, power lines run across the top of the bridge between Davenport and Rock Island and supply 
the swing span and its motor with a constant source of electricity. A manned operator’s house is located 
above the upper bridge deck of this span and about seventy feet above the Mississippi. This house is 
temperature controlled and provides an excellent space for storage of the base station of the SHM system. 
A “bunker” built into the pier provides storage space for tools and equipment during system installation.  
Chandler Monitoring Systems, Incorporated, is responsible for the installation of strain sensors, 
temperature sensors, 3D accelerometers, acoustic emission, and corrosion sensors on the bridge and data 
collection and analysis for the duration of the project. The Smart Structure Technology Laboratory 
(SSTL) of the University of Illinois has access to this data to monitor the structure for damage using the 
SSTL-developed finite element program, Frame3D. Additionally, SSTL’s Imote2 wireless smart sensors 
will be deployed on Government Bridge for validation of the wireless concept under extreme 
environmental conditions. The phase of the project addressed by this paper is the creation of the baseline 
Government Bridge draw span model using Frame3D.  
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CHAPTER 2 
GOVERNMENT BRIDGE 
 
 Government Bridge, also referred to as the Arsenal Bridge, spans the Mississippi River and is located 
between the Rock Island Arsenal in Rock Island, Illinois and the city of Davenport, Iowa (see Figure 1, 
below). The structure was integral to uniting the eastern seaboard of the United States with California and 
what would become the American West.  The current bridge has a rich history that goes back over a 
century to 1896; the preceding bridge of the same name dates back to 1872. The Government Bridge of 
1896 was designed by the famous bridge designer Ralph Modjeski, then an engineer at his business 
"Modjeski & Masters", based in Chicago (Plachta).  A brief history of the structure and the circumstances 
leading up to its construction have been included below with the hope that its inclusion may help develop 
an appreciation for the politics and engineering involved in and before the construction of the final bridge 
in 1896.  
 
Figure 1. Government Bridge, built in 1896, spanning the Mississippi River 
2.1 HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE 
 Railway bridges spanning the Mississippi in the upper half of Illinois first became of interest when 
the government desired to construct a route that would connect the East Coast with California. Jefferson 
Davis, who would later head the Confederate states during the Civil War, originally supported the 
construction of a bridge in the Rock Island, IL, area, incorrectly believing that part of the railroad to 
California would also pass through the South. The steamship companies operating on the Mississippi 
River opposed the construction of these railroad bridges as a hazard to river traffic and a direct threat to 
their legal monopoly on the Mississippi River around the Rock Island district and the city of Davenport, 
Iowa. Abraham Lincoln, then a Springfield, IL lawyer, successfully represented the case for bridge 
builders in one of many court cases filed by the steamship companies. The best location for a railroad 
bridge was determined to be around the Rock Island section of the Mississippi, partially because the river 
level was known to become almost knee-deep during dry parts of the year (USACE Visitor’s Center). 
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Construction of the first railroad bridge, at a location several hundred feet upstream of the current 
Government Bridge, was completed in 1856 by the Railroad Bridge Company. Several weeks later, the 
steamship Effie Afton collided with the bridge. The steamship companies subsequently filed another suit 
against the government to close the Mississippi bridges as a hazard to the river traffic and violation of 
their property holdings on the Mississippi. The case was eventually appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court, 
which set aside the case, effectively ruling in favor of the railroads (US War Dept, Plachta). Following the 
conclusion of the legal battles and the end of the Civil War, Congress in 1867 passed an act appropriating 
funds for the construction of a double-deck bridge between Rock Island, IL and Davenport, IA. The 
original Government Bridge was constructed in 1872, replacing the bridge of 1856. This seven-span truss 
bridge had one rotating swing span and two wooden decks, one above the other (see Figure 2). The top 
deck accommodated railroad traffic and was equipped with a single railroad track and the lower deck was 
used for public traffic (a wagon deck). The only restriction on passage was the "driving of livestock and 
transportation of wide wagon loads or combustible materials” (US War Dept). Regular wagonloads and 
horses were permissible. 
 
Figure 2. 1872 Government Bridge: Illinois side (left) Rotating swing span (right) 
              U. S. Army, Rock Island Arsenal Museum, Rock Island, Illinois       Putnam Museum, Davenport, Iowa 
 The number of trains crossing Government Bridge soon became problematic because the single track 
across the bridge allowed for only one train to cross at time. A second rail line could not be practically 
added due to the strengthening required for the structure. Therefore, Congress authorized the demolition 
of the first bridge and the construction of a stronger bridge with a double railroad track. The current 
Government Bridge was constructed in 1896 on the piers of the 1872 Government Bridge. The structure 
remains a double-deck steel truss bridge of seven spans, two riveted Pratt and five riveted Baltimore 
trusses with one camelback truss (Plachta). The current bridge also has a symmetric rotating swing span, 
the camelback truss, adjacent to the Rock Island side of the bridge. The upper deck accommodates 
railway traffic on two adjacent tracks. The lower deck has two lanes designed, originally, for horse-drawn 
trolley cars. Later, these were upgraded to accommodate electric trolley cars. The Government Bridge in 
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the early 20th Century can be seen in Figure 3. Note that as the train and electric trolley car indicate, the 
initial loading for the bridge was fairly light back in 1896. 
 
Figure 3. Gov. Bridge during late 19th - early 20th century: Train crossing draw span (left) View from Rock Island (right) 
Davenport Public Library                 Putnam Museum, Davenport, Iowa 
 As time progressed, the loading experienced by the bridge increased dramatically and the types of 
loading changed. For instance, in the early 1930s, trolley car use was discontinued and the lower deck 
was subsequently renovated for car traffic. The bridge was strengthened, stiffened, repaired and upgraded 
several times to accommodate the changing loads. Major modifications, generally strengthening of the 
bridge, took place in the 1950s. In the 1980s, repairs were done for the operator’s house, parts of the 
pivot, and members of the bridge that were subject to damage from fatigue or rust. As of 1990, only the 
upstream track is used by trains due to a fatigue stress analysis revealing that the loads experienced by 
bridge members exceed the design criteria when a typical modern train crosses the bridge (USACE Rock 
Island, Plachta). The lower part of the pivot section was heavily rehabilitated and partially reconstructed 
in 2002. Today, the bridge is still widely used by freight trains and commuters between Davenport and 
Rock Island. Many barges transporting primarily coal and petroleum products use the canals on either 
side of the bridge draw span of the bridge. Government Bridge is displayed in a more recent photograph, 
Figure 4, below. The bridge is also part of the Rock Island Arsenal National Historic District and one of 
only two bridges in the world to have two railroad tracks above a roadway (USACE Visitor’s Center). 
 
Figure 4. Government Bridge in October, 2009 
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2.2 CONSTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT BRIDGE OF 1896 
 The Phoenix Bridge Company won the contract for the superstructure and modifications to the bridge 
piers and abutments in November, 1895. Work began on the bridge that December and lasted just under a 
year before the bridge reopened to roadway traffic in December of 1896. Because Government Bridge of 
1896 was built on the piers of the first Government Bridge, the length and number of spans were identical 
to that of the original bridge. Other restrictions included a maximum grade for the bridge in order to 
eliminate potential problems with train passage from the Illinois side of the bridge. The most difficult 
condition was perhaps the requirement that train passage across the bridge would not be interrupted 
during the construction period (Plachta). The construction materials used for the entire bridge were 
primarily medium steel for the superstructure and main structural members (girders, stringers, and 
beams), wrought iron members for the diagonal I-bars, wooden ties and wooden decking for the roadway, 
and a corrugated iron plate decking for the railroad deck (Plachta, Reference Drawings).  
 The elevation and plan views of Government Bridge are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. 
The illustrations have been stretched in the vertical direction to emphasize the bridge layout. Please note 
that the Plan View drawing is updated to reflect modifications in the cross-bracing that occurred later in 
the 1950s. Other than this one exception, the drawings match the 1896 Government Bridge. The length of 
each successive span from pier to pier of the bridge is as follow: Span I is 101’; Span II is 366’- 9 3/8”; 
Span III is 260’- 4 ¾”; Span IV is 220’- 1 1/8”; Span V is 219’- 10 5/8”; Span VI is 220’-1”; Span VII is 
256’- 6 ½”; Span VIII is 196’-6”. As mentioned in the introduction, the draw span, Span II is the only 
span of the bridge that is of relevance to this project. The remaining six spans are fixed and are similar in 
general design to the swing span.  
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Figure 5. Elevation view of Government Bridge 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Plan view of Government Bridge 
 
 
 
      Span I Span II Span III Span VI Span V Span IV Span VIII Span VII 
      Span I Span II Span III Span VI Span V Span IV Span VIII Span VII 
ROCK ISLAND, IL DAVENPORT, IA 
ROCK ISLAND, IL DAVENPORT, IA 
Pivot Pier 
Pivot Pier 
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2.3 ORIGINAL DRAW SPAN GOVERNMENT BRIDGE 
 The camelback truss draw span is shown in detail in Figure 7. The total span length, from end to end 
of the draw span, is 365’-7” with an average deck width, the distance centerline to centerline between the 
trusses, of twenty-nine feet. The height of the truss ranges from fifty feet at either longitudinal end of the 
top chords of the draw span to sixty-two feet at the center of the camelback truss. The draw span has what 
can be considered five major sections: the Truss Superstructure, Railroad Deck (upper deck), Highway 
Deck (lower deck), Turntable Pivot, and the Operator's House. The Highway Deck is at a height of 26.61 
feet and the Railroad Deck is at a height of 48.46 feet above the average height of the lower water in the 
lock. The clearance for vehicles on the highway deck is 11’-6”. The elevation level of the draw span pier 
is 563.2 feet. Sidewalks placed on either side of the highway deck are supported by floor beams that 
connect to the Highway Deck girders and Truss Superstructure. The distance from the center of the truss 
line to the hand rail of the sidewalk is approximately eight feet. 
2.3.1 TRUSS SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 For the truss superstructure displayed in the elevation view of Figure 6, the top and bottom chords of 
the truss, as well as the end diagonals, are made of built up members using plates and angles and one 
cover plate, all of a medium steel. The main vertical members of the truss are built up sections using the 
same materials and shapes. The shorter diagonal members facing away from the centerline of the truss are 
similarly constructed. The outside long diagonals adjacent to the end diagonals are also built up sections. 
The bottom chord of the draw span has been spliced and stiffened so that it acts as a single member along 
the full 365’ span. The long diagonals immediately adjacent to the central part of the swing span are four 
slender eyebeams in parallel per diagonal; pins are located where the long diagonals appear to intersect 
the vertical members and short diagonals. The remaining long diagonals consist of two slender eyebeams 
in parallel per diagonal. The cross-bracing seen between the two central vertical members in the swing 
span elevation view in Figure 7 are very slender eyebeams. The transverse bracing above and across the 
railroad deck is primarily made up of built-up members, top and bottom struts, with cross-bracing of 
angle sections between each top and bottom strut. Towards the top of Figure 7: View C-C, one can 
observe the orientation of the upper transverse bracing. 
2.3.2 TURNTABLE PIVOT 
 The turntable pivot is shown in the section views A-A and B-B of Figure 7. The entire draw span 
rotates about a solid steel cylindrical core located in the turntable and anchored to the pier. Cast iron pony 
wheels were placed at the base circumference of the turntable on bearing plates that were anchored to the 
pier. This provided the stability needed for the rotating structure. The structure originally was able to turn 
720 degrees, drawing electricity from power lines that passed between Rock Island and Davenport above 
the bridge spans. The current pivot and rotating mechanism is discussed in the Current Structure section. 
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Figure 7. Swing span Elevation, Turntable Pivot Section Views, and Typical Bridge Section Illustration 
C 
C 
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2.3.3 OPERATOR’S HOUSE 
 The operator’s house is a climate controlled facility that houses the electric trolley-car engine. By 
means of drive shafts running from the Operator’s house to the turntable pivot and drive chains and other 
mechanisms around the pivot, the bridge is able to rotate.  
2.3.4 RAILROAD DECK 
 The plan view of the floor beam layout for the Railroad Deck is shown in Figure 8, below. Four 
stringers extend along the length of the deck. The stringers consist of a large, medium steel plate and four 
angles, with intermediate stiffening angles, similar in shape to the modern I-beam. The stringers sit on 
girders that are secured to the vertical posts of the Truss Superstructure. The girders are constructed 
similarly to the stringers, but with larger members. The entire deck is formed from corrugated iron plates 
secured to the stringers. The railroad tracks are in turn placed immediately above the lines of stringers; 
since there are four tracks for the two trains passing side-by-side, each stringer has one track. 
 
Figure 8. Railroad Deck beam layout 
2.3.5 HIGHWAY DECK 
 The Highway Deck support system, see Figure 9, is essentially formed by all members that fall within 
the central six stringers. The remaining beams and steel brackets on the outermost transverse direction are 
small beams and brackets for support of the sidewalk. The stringers are formed of medium steel and are I-
beam shapes corresponding to the notation of the period. The transverse girders are made of a medium 
steel plate with four angles and intermediate stiffeners along the individual lengths. The cross-bracing, as 
seen below, consists of single angles connected at the points where they appear to intersect with the 
transverse girders. Wood planking, sealed with tar, originally topped the Highway Deck and the 
accompanying sidewalk deck. Additionally, trolley rails were placed atop the four inner stringers.  
 
Figure 9. Highway Deck beam layout 
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2.4 Maintenance and Rehabilitation Timeline 
 A chronological timeline of maintenance and rehabilitation of the swing span and bridge in general is 
listed below. Please note that the list is by no means complete. The majority of the dates were obtained by 
examining existing drawings. Prior to 1950, with the exception of the 1896 reference drawings, few 
drawings were readily available. Please note that for the list, pivot will generally refer to the entire 
rotating substructure of the swing span. Years in which significant modification, rehabilitation, or events 
occurred are underlined and are summarized below.  
 In 1896, several days before the draw span was secured to the pier, broken ice pressed up against the 
draw span, toppling the formwork and steel onto the central pier and canal on either side; see Figure 10. A 
temporary lift span was installed and several months later the steel swing span was successfully 
completed. Lock and dam number 15 was constructed from 1931 to 1933, raising the height of the 
Mississippi River near Rock Island by an average of 16 feet. In 1957, the bridge underwent major repair 
and strengthening to equip the bridge for newer, heavier trains on both tracks. In 1984, major repairs and 
modifications were made to the swing span. In 2002, major repairs and replacements of components of 
the turntable and pivot were conducted. Most notably, a new tread bearing was installed.  
 
1896:  Broken ice from the thawing Mississippi pressed against swing span formwork and superstructure 
before it was fixed to the pier. Entire swing span collapsed into the canals on either side. 
Temporary lift span installed before final swing span completed. Government Bridge construction 
completed (Phoenix Bridge Company). Original reference drawings exist. 
        
Figure 10. Draw span ice damage (left) Steamboat passing beneath temporary lift span (right) 
              Browning Museum, Rock Island Arsenal Report of the War Department, 1999 
1909: Casting of roadway floor. Expansion joint casting. 
1916: Towers for power lines across Government Bridge rebuilt. 
1921: Proposed reinforcement of bridge piers. 
1922 to 1923:  All masonry piers, dating back to 1872, encased in concrete. Ice-breaking nose plates 
installed. 
1931: Repair of diagonals. 
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1931 to 1933:  Construction of lock and dam No. 15 completed. This raised the average level of the 
Mississippi river by approximately 16 feet. The goal was to help river traffic during dry seasons 
and eliminate the Rock Island rapids. This roller dam is the longest of its kind in the world. The 
lock is located on either side of the Government Bridge swing span. 
1933:  Revised end lift arrangement. Installation of equalizing gear for machinery. 
1934:  Vertical shafts coupled. 
1940:  Operator's house floor reconstruction. 
1941: Proposal of several highway deck road surfaces: solid floor or solid metal floor. Proposal of 
railway floor reconstruction. 
1943:  Encased south abutment in concrete. 
1946:  Repair to lift rollers. 
1953:  Lower chords reinforced. Reinforcement of posts in swing span. Pier and abutment repair. 
1955: Rehabilitation of superstructure. General repair and reinforcement to most members. Filled grate 
deck of highway deck with concrete. Sidewalk replacement completed. 
1956: Repair to span on Rock Island side of the bridge. 
1957:  Bridge strengthened to carry updated double-track railroad loading (F.K.Ketler Company). 
Repair, replacement, or reinforcement of almost every type of member. Deck stringers and 
girders reinforced. Major truss and miscellaneous repairs. Curb plates added. All modifications 
used welding or high strength bolts. Original erection drawings exist. The design loading was two 
AASHTO HS-20 trucks (Highway Deck) and a single C.R.I.&P. Railroad Class 5100 steam 
locomotive (Railroad Deck) 
1961: Bridge lighting modifications. Underwater pier repair. 
1962: Loose barge incident; repairs to swing span and adjacent span. 
1965: Modification of floor plates under rail locks. 
1966: Swing span drive chain repair. 
1967: Repair and painting of bridge 
1968:  Stringer replacement. Installation of safety ladder. Secure motor frame to main frame of 
operator's house 
1970: Bottom chords reinforced. Rehabilitation of entire bridge 
1972:   Repair damage; change bearing for shaft of equalizing gear 
1973: General repairs to bridge. 
1975: Repair cracked gear. 
1976: Installation of automatic gates, repair of curbs and web of posts. General bridge repairs, 
installation of grating for platforms. 
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1977: Lighting replacement. Electrical service modifications. Rehabilitation and painting of bridge. 
1978: General rehabilitation and painting of the bridge. Repair of barge damage. 
1980: Installation of air compressor, guard over gearing for 1st and 2nd shaft 
1981: Rehabilitation of operating mechanism for turntable. 
1982: Rehabilitation of operating mechanism for turntable 
1984:  Extensive repairs to all sections of bridge. Debris removal. 
1985: Rehabilitation of control house, repair of wing span machinery, truss repairs, trimming strut 
repairs (turntable section) 
1986: Rehabilitation of control house. Deck repairs. Pier repairs. Brake repairs. 
1987: Swing span repairs 
1988: Swing span repairs. Pier repairs. 
1990: Painting of swing span. Structural repairs as needed; pier repairs; barge accident repair on two 
spans adjacent to swing span 
1991: Miscellaneous truss repairs. Bridge shaft replacement. 
1992: Structural repairs to all bridge spans;  
1993: The Mississippi flood overtopped the piers. Repairs to all spans. Davenport river abutment repair. 
1995: Painting and repair of government bridge 
1996: Painting and significant repairs to all spans. Repair of center pivot mechanism (turntable section).  
1997: Rehabilitation of entire bridge. Repair of center pivot mechanism. Replacement of pivot anchors. 
1998:  Repair and painting of Bridge 
1999: Painting and repair of bridge, concentrating on three spans. Electrical towers and wiring 
repaired/installed. Replacement of transformers. 
2000: Third and fourth phase of painting and repair of bridge. 
2001: Replacement and upgrade of lighting. Lifting system repairs. Repair of barrier arm gates. 
2002: Significant repair/replacement of members within center pivot of swing span. 
2002: Repair floodwall protection cover (IJO Project) 
2003: Repair of center pin assembly. Existing machinery removal. Modified center pivot base 
Replacement of previous cast iron base. New pony wheels. Revision of swing span drive system 
and emergency brake. 
2004:  Upper tread rehabilitation. Incidental structural repairs. Bearing casting modifications. 
Miscellaneous repairs of structural system and connections. Replacement of end lifts for swing 
span. 
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2.5 Current Structure 
 Significant strengthening, rehabilitation, and replacement of structural members have been necessary 
to meet the demands due to the changing bridge and river traffic. As a result of the modifications partially 
listed in the maintenance and rehabilitation timeline, all wooden members have been replaced with steel 
members. The top and bottom chords of the superstructure were strengthened, and many of the girders 
and stringers have been stiffened with steel plates. Typically, whenever repairs were performed to 
members or connections, high strength bolts or welding was used. Steel grating sidewalks have been 
installed. The wooden roadway deck was replaced with a steel grate deck. The steel grate deck later was 
filled with concrete (compare the right-hand side of Figure 11 with the lower left-hand side). 
Additionally, the Truss Superstructure’s thin cross-bracing rods were replaced with built-up members, 
which can be seen in Figure 11, right side. The bracing can be seen between the upper chords of the truss. 
The lighting and electrical systems have been upgraded as well as the electrical lines that pass over the 
bridge. The power lines can be seen above the Operator’s house in the right-hand figure below. 
 
Figure 11. Roadway Deck steel grating filled with concrete (left) Additional cross bracing truss superstructure (right) 
 The updated drawings for the Government Bridge draw span are shown in Figure 12 (next page). The 
layout of the Truss Superstructure has, with the exception of the cross bracing between the upper chords, 
not changed even if the individual properties of some of the members have. The Highway Deck and 
Railroad Deck are similarly unchanged in the layout of the floor beams. As mentioned above, the surface 
on the Highway Deck is now a metal grating filled with concrete. The transverse girders for the Highway 
Deck have been generally stiffened with additional plates fastened to them. The Railroad Deck girders 
and stringers were modified in the 1950s to handle the increased loading of newer trains. These 
modifications took the form of general strengthening of the members, although the extent of the changes 
is not currently known. 
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Figure 12. Swing Span Truss Superstructure. Elevation View (top) Plan View (bottom) 
 
 
A 
A 
View A-A 
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2.5.1 TURNTABLE PIVOT 
When in the fixed position (when the span is not rotating), the draw span is braced on the pier and 
abutment at either end. When rotating, the entire 365 foot span is balanced and fixed to the pier only by 
the central 31 foot diameter turntable. A cylindrical, solid central steel pivot, with an average diameter of 
approximately 7.25 inches, forms the pivot for the turntable and secures the bridge to the pier. Radial rods 
connect sixty cast steel pony wheels on the circumference of the turntable to the central pivot. These pony 
wheels roll between a circular steel tread bearing fixed to the concrete-encased masonry pier and another 
steel tread bearing at the base of the turntable. These wheels are shown near the base of the turntable 
pictured in the exterior view of Figure 13. Twelve radial interior trusses between the pivot and turntable 
help stabilize the structure. The radial rods connecting to the pony wheels and the radial trusses can be 
seen in the interior view of Figure 13 (two of the trusses are visible at either side of the photograph). 
      
Figure 13. Turntable Section in October, 2009. Exterior view (left) Interior view (right) 
 A circular steel rack is attached to the fixed steel tread bearing. The drive chain for this steel rack is 
connected to four massive steel shafts on four "corners" of the pivot. The lower drive chain is visible at 
the bottom of Figure 14. The four corner shafts are visible in Figure 13 and Figure 14. The upper drive 
chains then connects the four corner shafts to two drive shafts on either side of the decks. One of the drive 
shafts is visible at the center-top of the exterior view of Figure 13. 
  
Figure 14. Turntable and visible drive chains. 
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 The drive shafts extend to the operator's house approximately fifty feet above the pivot. At that point, 
gears form a connection between the two vertical drive shafts and two horizontal drive shafts that enter 
the operator's house and attach to the motor. Therefore, the motor for this bridge is actually based in the 
operator's house atop the bridge. Figure 15, seen below, shows the interior of the Operator’s House. 
Electric lines that cross the bridge supply power for the motor. This unique design allows the bridge to 
move 360 degrees in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Based on wind direction and weather 
conditions, one direction is usually more favorable than the other. The rotation time is only several 
minutes and the average road and railway traffic stoppage time for river traffic passage is approximately 
eleven minutes (Plachta). The amount of time required for rotation is estimated at 110 seconds.  Appendix 
D contains a chronological sequence of photographs of the bridge rotating. 
  
Figure 15. Engine in Operator's House 
 The maintenance required by the swing span is considerable. Constant upkeep of the mechanical parts 
of the bridge is necessary to maintain operability of the swing span. Lubrication of the gears, roller 
supports and hydraulic lifts at either end of the swing span must be checked every several days. The 
swing span must also have operators present twenty-four hours per day. The entire structure must be 
periodically cleaned and repainted.  
2.5.2 END SUPPORTS 
 At both ends of the draw span are roller supports that consist of two sets of two wheels – one at either 
side of the bridge width – connected together by a steel link member. The sets of wheels are raised when 
the bridge is rotating and swing back into the vertical position when the bridge is changing from the 
rotating to the fixed position. An air cylinder fixed to the stiffened end struts of the highway deck moves 
the link member which in turn moves the roller. One of the supports swinging into the vertical position 
following rotation of the span can be seen in Figure 16. The pictures are sequentially chronological from 
left to right. The end support is in position once the rollers reach the vertical position in the picture on the 
right-hand side. Please note the curvature of the plate of contact between the bridge support and the 
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abutment support. The curvature of the plate and the rounded shoulders of the bearing for each wheel 
provide additional stability against potential movement of the span while in the fixed position. 
 
Figure 16. End supports of draw span: moving into position (left, center) final vertical position (right) 
 After the roller has reached the vertical position, the end supports are hydraulically raised, raising the 
draw span bridge deck by less than an inch to the level of the other bridge spans. While visiting the bridge 
in October, the SSTL members were able to witness several rotations of the draw span. The process is so 
well calibrated that there is no noticeable height differential between the draw span and other spans 
following rotation. Figure 17 shows both ends of the draw span. The picture on the left is from the 
Davenport side of the draw span and the picture on the right is from the Rock Island side of the draw 
span. Note the slight curvature of the bridge deck that allows for the rotation between the decks. Both 
pictures were taken while the bridge was in the fixed position. There is no connection between the 
highway deck of the swing span and the adjacent abutments apart from the support shown above, but as 
can be easily seen, there is little room for movement of the draw span along the longitudinal axis of the 
bridge. 
  
Figure 17. Davenport end of draw span, highway deck (left) Rock Island end of draw span, highway deck (right) 
 The railroad deck has more visible gaps between the draw span and other spans of the bridge. At 
either end of the span along the railroad deck is placed a mechanism that connects the railing when the 
span is fixed and ensures that the railroad tracks are properly aligned and connected. The rails adjacent to 
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the connection point between the draw span and adjoining spans are heavily reinforced. This mechanism 
can be seen in Figure 18, below. Both pictures are from the Davenport side of the draw span. 
  
Figure 18. Rail alignment mechanism (left) Sensors checking for rail alignment (right) 
2.5.3 CURRENT LOADING AND TRAFFIC 
 The current draw span weighs approximately 2.5 million tons and services about 1,900 trains and 
10,000 cars per year. Figure 19 shows a series of photographs of a train crossing Government Bridge. The 
figure is chronological from left to right. The progression of a tugboat through the western side of Lock 
15, beside the rotated Government Bridge, is shown in Figure 20 (the tugboat is traveling north on the 
Mississippi). The permissible size of barges, and hence, the required tugboat size, are smaller north of St. 
Louis (USACE Visitor’s Center). 
   
Figure 19. Train crossing Government Bridge draw span (view from downstream side; chronological from left to right) 
    
Figure 20. Towboat passing through Lock 15 on the Daveport side of the draw span (chronological left to right) 
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2.6 FIELD DATA 
 On October 23, 2009, members of the Smart Structures Technology Laboratory visited Government 
Bride to investigate member properties, see the structure, and gather some preliminary vibration data. 
Five wireless smart sensors, Imote2s developed by the SSTL group, were placed on the bridge and the 
subsequent mode shapes were calculated for regular vehicular traffic loading and train loading. The 
placement of the sensors is shown in Figure 21. The sensors labeled one through four were placed near 
the deck level. Sensors five and six were placed on the outermost diagonal eyebeam diagonals. 
 
Figure 21. Wireless smart sensor placement Government Bridge Draw Span 
 Installation of the sensors can be observed in Figure 22. The weather on the day of the visit was 
windy with either rain or mist. The average temperature was around 50 degrees Fahrenheit, with a low of 
46 and a high of 52 degrees. Acceleration data was collected for the stationary and rotating structure 
under varying loading conditions. Appendix D shows a series of chronological photographs, taken from 
the pier, of the draw span rotation. 
 
Figure 22. Smart Sensor: installation on deck (left) installation on diagonal eyebeam (right) 
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 The acceleration data obtained from the tests was analyzed by Shinae Jang of the SSTL group at the 
University of Illinois. The vertical and transverse deck vibrations from ordinary vehicular traffic loading 
are shown in Figure 23. Note that the scale of the acceleration varies between the two directions. The 
vertical and transverse Highway Deck vibrations from a passing train are shown in Figure 24. Again, the 
scale varies between the two figures. The number of sensors used on the bridge for this test has the 
potential to limit the usefulness of the collected data. However, from the cross spectral density, the first 
vertical mode should occur somewhere in the range of 3.7Hz or 4.3Hz. The first transverse mode should 
occur somewhere in the range of 1.95Hz. 
 
Figure 23. Vertical and Transverse Highway Deck vibrations from vehicular traffic 
 
Figure 24. Vertical and Transverse Highway Deck vibrations from train load 
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CHAPTER 3 
FRAME3D PROGRAM 
 
3.1 Frame3D PROGRAM 
 Frame3D is an evolving program written for MATLAB® by the Smart Structure Technology 
Laboratory at the University of Illinois to compute the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a structural 
model and perform damage detection. The program calculates the fundamental frequencies and mode 
shapes of the structure in the undamaged and damaged configurations. The global Frame3D program 
consists of three main components: an "input" file named Frame3DInp, element construction function 
called "Frame3DEle", and a "Frame3D" file that combines the input and element construction with 
damage detection analysis. Figure 25, below, contains a brief summary and description of the main 
component programs for Frame3D. Please note that Frame3D uses beam elements for the construction of 
the Government Bridge model. 
     
 
3.2 Frame3DInp FILE 
 In Frame3DInp, the user can set the number of physical nodes in the system and the number of 
members. The user can also define whether the program should use the lumped mass or consistent mass 
matrix when doing the analysis. Frame3DInp collects all basic definitions about the model and places 
them in arrays. For the model, the nodal coordinates are defined based on the geometry of the structure. 
Next, element definitions based on the previously-defined nodes are created; finally local axis reference 
nodes are defined so that the orientation of the elements is known. The nodal connectivity is then stored 
in an array. The number of materials in the structure and corresponding material properties (modulus of 
Frame3D 
Description: 
• Calls Frame3DInp 
• Converts nodal connectivity 
array into degree of freedom 
connectivity 
• Converts boundary condition 
and nodal force arrays to 
vectors 
• Calls Frame3DEle function and 
forms global stiffness, mass 
matrices 
• Calculates fundamental periods 
for the structure in its current 
damage state for defined 
number of modes; outputs 
mode shapes with fundamental 
frequencies 
Frame3DEle 
Constructs: 
• Global mass matrix 
• Global stiffness matrix 
 
Description: 
This file is a function called 
by Frame3D that converts 
local definitions obtained 
from Frame3DInp into global 
definitions 
Frame3DInp 
Definitions: 
• Nodal Coordinates 
• Element Definitions 
• Local Axis Reference Nodes 
• Material Properties 
• Cross Sectional Properties 
• Boundary Conditions 
• Lumped Mass 
• Applied Loads 
 
Functions: 
• Creates nodal Connectivity 
Array 
• Modification of elastic 
modulus to assume damage in 
structure 
Figure 25. Frame3D program summary 
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elasticity, density of the material, shear modulus of elasticity) is then defined. The element cross-sections 
are then defined in terms of the cross-sectional area, moment of inertia about the strong axis, moment of 
inertia about the weak axis, and the polar moment of inertia. Next, the boundary conditions are read into 
the program in terms of the global coordinates and are defined in an array that consists of the node 
number with corresponding: displacement restraint in longitudinal direction, displacement restraint in the 
vertical direction, displacement restraint in the transverse direction, rotational restraint along the 
longitudinal axis, rotational restraint along the vertical axis, rotational restraint along the transverse axis. 
Lumped mass or applied loads can then be defined. Damage can also be assumed and defined by 
modifying the elastic modulus of different elements. The above definitions are read into Frame3DInp 
from additional files in order to facilitate the construction and simplify future model modifications.  
3.3 Frame3DEle FILE 
 Frame3DEle takes the input from Frame3DInp and works in conjunction with Frame3D to create the 
global stiffness and mass matrices for the structural system. First, vectors defining the element and the 
element's orientation are calculated; basic geometry is used to calculate the general transformation matrix 
for each element. Beam elements are used for the program, and the stiffness matrices are calculated using 
the general form below. The mass matrix is calculated based on the cross-sectional areas and material 
properties defined in the Frame3DInp section. The mass matrix is also shown below. Based on the user-
defined input, the program will use either the lumped or consistent mass matrix. The lumped masses 
applied to the structure are added to the global mass matrix in the Frame3D section. The definitions for 
the lumped and consistent mass and stiffness matrices are fully written out in Appendix B of this report. 
3.4 Frame3D FILE 
 Frame3D runs Frame3DInp, essentially reading in all user input and model definitions. The program 
then converts the nodal connectivity array into degree of freedom connectivity. Subsequently, boundary 
condition and nodal force arrays (applied loads to the structure) are converted into vectors. Next, 
Frame3D activates the function Frame3DEle and forms the global stiffness and global mass matrices. The 
attached lumped masses are then added to the global mass matrix. Using these matrices, the fundamental 
frequencies are calculated.  The program can then assemble the state-space matrices for the system. If 
recent acceleration data is available for a bridge in an "undamaged" state the program can be run to 
establish a standard for damage detection for comparison against future bridge analyses. By concept, the 
basic properties of a member will change when damaged thereby modifying future bridge behavior which 
can then be detected by comparison with undamaged bridge behavior. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MODELING OF GOVERNMENT BRIDGE 
4.1 MODELING CHALLENGES 
 The construction of the Government Bridge model was for many months based on scanned reference 
drawings dating back to 1896 and a few limited photos of the draw span. During this time, access to the 
bridge was not possible. Considerable portions of the dimensioning on the drawings were completely 
illegible. When this occurred, an illegible dimension on a drawing was cross-checked with other drawings 
that contained the same dimension. If no other drawing yielded a legible dimension, or if a secondary 
drawing did not exist, a measurement of the dimension was taken from a scan of the original to-scale 
drawing. If a drawing did not exist or could not be located, the dimensions of the member were taken by 
comparison with similar members with a similar function. For several of the members, dummy 
placeholder values were created until the actual dimensions could be checked. Following the Government 
Bridge site visit, these dummy cross section values were removed and replaced with the actual cross 
sections. 
 Another challenge arising from the calculation of the cross-sections was dealing with non-continuous 
cross sections, cross sections that did not remain constant across the length of the member. This occurred 
in virtually every member since the lattice plates on built-up sections would frequently stop for some 
length before a pin connection. In other cases, the lattice plates ceased to continue up the member but 
were replaced by periodic, regular plates. In the case of built-up I-beam members, stiffeners were 
intermittently placed along the length of the member. Whenever this was the case, an “effective” cross-
sectional area was used for that piece that would essentially account for the area present before 
calculating the cross-sectional properties. A second method used to account for these miscellaneous 
pieces was completed by applying a weighting factor to each part of the cross section after calculating the 
cross-sectional properties of each piece. The weighting methodology was applied as follows. When a 
particular piece of a cross section was present along 90% of the full length of the member, say a stiffening 
plate attached to the flange of an I-shape, then the cross-sectional properties calculated would be 
multiplied by 0.9/1.0 = 0.9. The equation used for weighting the cross-sectional properties is shown 
below. 
Weighting Factor ൌ  
Distance along length of member that piece is present
Total length of member
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4.2 CROSS SECTIONS 
 As mentioned in the description of the bridge, the bridge swing span is divided into various sections 
to facilitate the construction of the model. The cross sections with corresponding pictures and drawings 
will be listed below in the following order: Truss Superstructure, Railroad Deck, Highway Deck, 
Operator’s House, and Turntable Pivot. Please note that in many cases, dimensioning of the original 
drawings and corresponding notes was frequently illegible. Many adjustments were made to the bridge 
during the 113 years between the time the reference drawings were completed and the time the model was 
originally constructed, which lead to many uncertainties in the exact dimensions. Possible damage 
sustained by bridge members during this period also brings into question the practicality or need of using 
the exact dimensions. Applicable assumptions, when available, are listed in the write-up on each cross-
section. 
 The defined draw span sections are: the Truss Superstructure, Railroad Deck, Highway Deck, and 
Turntable Pivot. The individually assigned cross section names attempt to assist in identifying the host 
member. For instance, a member in the Truss Superstructure will generally begin with a “TS” in the 
name. If the member is a chord, then the section name will be “TSCH”. Subsequent letters and numbers 
identify the member type as specifically as possible. A general key for the naming convention is defined 
below: 
Section Key 
Truss Superstructure TS 
Railroad Deck RR 
Highway Deck HD 
Turntable Pivot Pi 
4.2.1 TRUSS SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 Where the model is concerned, this part of the bridge includes the load-bearing portion of the bridge 
above the pivot that consists of the diagonals, vertical members, transverse bracing in the upper portion of 
the bridge and longitudinal cross-bracing. Figure 26 is a picture of the Truss Superstructure. Figure 27 is a 
labeled illustration of the Government Bridge swing span that can be used to identify discussed members 
in the Truss Superstructure section. Note that the draw span is symmetric about the vertical centerline of 
the figure. Separate illustrations are also used in the individual descriptions of each cross-section to help 
with member identification. Appendix C contains additional photographs of the connections between the 
Highway Deck and members in the Truss Superstructure; more specifically, for connections L0, L1, L2, 
L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, and L8 as shown in Figure 27.  
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Figure 26. Truss Superstructure facing upstream (north) 
 
 
 
Figure 27. Truss Superstructure 
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4.2.1.1 TOP CHORDS 
The top chords are members that run along the top part of the superstructure above and on either side 
of the railroad deck. The left-hand side of Figure 28 depicts the location of the top chords of the draw 
span with thick black lines. The figure itself has been dimmed to allow for better viewing of the particular 
member under discussion. The sections themselves are built up, consisting of plate and angles. Various 
views of the top chord section are shown in the right-hand side of Figure 28. Note that the lattice is 
staggered and does not criss-cross like some of the bridge’s other cross sections. 
              
Figure 28. Drawing of Typical Top Chord (left); Picture of Top Chord on Draw Span (right)  
For this member, an effective width was calculated for the lattice members on the top and bottom 
sides. The lattice was assumed to extend the entire length of the member and, therefore, stiffening places, 
spaced at relatively large intervals, were ignored. The plate dimensions and angles were assumed constant 
and so the entire plate and angle cross sections were used. Plate dimensions and distance between the 
plates were easily obtained from the drawings. Dimensions of angles were legible. Dimensioning of the 
lattice was difficult to interpret but assumptions were made based on visible numbers and by 
measurement comparisons of the to-scale drawings themselves. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 display the 
section properties, corresponding drawings, and material type for the three types of top chords. Again, 
U2-U4 is the same as U2’-U4’, and so on. 
Section Name:  TSCHU2U4 
      
Ix = 0.1739  ft^4 
Iy = 0.4220  ft^4 
Iz = 0.5959  ft^4 
A = 0.2918  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 17 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 1. Truss Superstructure Top 
Chord U2-U4 
Section Name:  TSCHU4U6 
      
Ix = 0.2823  ft^4 
Iy = 0.8079  ft^4 
Iz = 1.0902  ft^4 
A = 0.4456  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 18 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 2. Truss Superstructure Top 
Chord U4-U6 
Section Name:  TSCHU6U8 
      
Ix = 0.3323  ft^4 
Iy = 0.9882  ft^4 
Iz = 1.3205  ft^4 
A = 0.5399  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 19 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 3. Truss Superstructure Top 
Chord U6-U8 
Top View of Chord 
Side Elevation of Chord 
Bottom Flange of Chord 
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4.2.1.2 TRANSVERSE STRUTS 
The transverse struts are members at the topmost part of the truss providing transverse bracing for the 
superstructure between the vertical posts. Figure 29, below, shows the generic top, side elevation, and 
bottom view of this type of member. The cross-section is made of four angles with central, criss-crossing 
latticework. Five different drawings exist for this member type, with the main differences between the 
drawings occurring near connections. The cross-sections for strut U3A is identical to U5A and U7A (this 
goes for the other side of the truss as well, U3A’, U5A’, U7A’). Strut U4A is equivalent to U6A. 
    
Figure 29. Drawing of Transverse Strut (left); Location of Transverse Strut in Superstructure (right) 
The four angles are identical, and all dimensions are readily available. The thickness of the 
latticework was estimated based on other members. The remaining dimensions of the lattice members 
were estimated by measurement comparisons of the to-scale drawings. An effective thickness for the 
lattice was calculated for the cross-section calculations; occasional stiffening plates along the length of 
the member were neglected and partially accounted for by assuming the latticework extended the length 
of the member. Table 4 and Table 5 show the section properties, corresponding drawings and material 
properties. 
Section Name:  TSSTU3A 
      
Ix = 0.0281  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0014  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0295  ft^4 
A = 0.0733  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 21 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 4. Truss Superstructure Strut U3A 
 
Section Name:  TSSTU4A 
      
Ix = 0.0532  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0037  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0569  ft^4 
A = 0.1217  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 21 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 5. Truss Superstructure Strut U4A 
 
Top View of Strut 
Side Elevation of Strut 
Bottom Flange of Strut 
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4.2.1.3 TOP DIAGONAL CROSS-BRACING RODS 
As was mentioned in the previous section, the cross-bracing between the top chords was significantly 
stiffened and replaced with built-up members. However, from the bridge visit, it appears that the only rod 
cross-bracing left is above the operator’s house, below the electrical lines. This one cross-section was 
calculated and remains in the Frame3D model. The member connects diagonally with the vertical posts at 
the top. Figure 30 shows the position of the cross-bracing on the bridge (note that the black lines 
emphasize the approximate placement of the bracing, but may cover some members in the foreground). 
The darkened elements in Figure 31 show the placement of the cross-bracing on the plan view of the truss 
system. 
       
Figure 30. Drawing of Top Diagonal Cross Bracing Rod (left); Table of Rod Values (right) 
 
Figure 31. Position of Top Diagonal Cross Bracing Rod 4 
Cross-sectional properties are calculated based on the cross-section of the rod; threads are ignored. 
No estimation was necessary for this member. Exact dimensions were available. The rod’s properties are 
included in Table 6. 
Section Name:  TSRo4 
      
Ix = 0.000022  ft^4 
Iy = 0.000022  ft^4 
Iz = 0.000044  ft^4 
A = 0.016703  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 20 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 6. Truss Superstructure Top Diagonal Cross-Bracing Rod 4 
Downstream Side 
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4.2.1.4 TOP DIAGONAL LATERAL CROSS-BRACING  
These members are located at the top of the truss and diagonally connect between the vertical posts. 
A plan view of the truss, with the discussed members highlighted in black, is shown in Figure 32. Figure 
33 shows the placement of the members in a picture of the bridge. The modifications to the cross-bracing 
were first identified during the October site visit. 
 
Figure 32. Plan View truss top lateral system emphasizing diagonal lateral cross-bracing 
The drawing for the member could not be located, and so all dimensions were estimated based on the 
transverse strut. By close observation of photographs of the members, the components of the top lateral 
cross bracing and the transverse strut were very similar and so this approximation seemed reasonable. The 
cross section for each member consists of two angles with lattice members between them. The diagonal 
members are connected where they cross each other at the center of the sub-spans as seen above. The 
dimensions may be assumed to be reasonably correct and do not have a significant contribution to the 
numerical results from the Frame3D analysis. The material may be safely assumed to be steel since the 
members were new additions during the bridge modifications in the 1950s. In the model, for consistency, 
it is set to medium steel. Table 7, shown below, contains the properties for the top diagonal cross-bracing. 
   
Section Name:  TSUTCB 
      
Ix = 0.0659  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0017  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0676  ft^4 
A = 0.1031  ft^2 
      
Drawing: UNKOWN 
Material: UNKOWN 
Table 7. Truss Superstructure Top Diagonal Cross-Bracing 
 
 
 
Downstream Side 
  Figure 33. Top Lateral Cross Bracing
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4.2.1.5 DIAGONAL EYEBARS 
Diagonal truss members L4-M5 and M5-U6 consist of two eyebars set side-by-side (in “parallel”) 
with a pinned connection located at M5. Members L6-M7 and M7-U8 (L6’-M7’ and M7’-U8’) consist of 
four eyebars set in parallel with a pinned connection at M7. Figure 34, shown below, illustrates the 
positioning the eyebars on the bridge. Note that Member L4-M5, shown on the left-hand side of the center 
figure, corresponds to the diagonals further away from the center of the span. Member L6-M7 is shown in 
Figure 34, right, shows an illustration of Member L6-M7. 
   
Figure 34. Diagonal eyebar locations on bridge (left) Member L4-M5 (center) Member L6-M7 (right) 
 The drawings of the bridge only show the individual eyebeams and do not indicate that the diagonals 
actually consist of multiple eyebeams. The cross-section did not need to be estimated since the values 
were given in the drawings and confirmed by field measurements. These members appear to not function 
when the span is in the fixed position, supported at both ends. However, when the end supports are 
removed, both ends of the bridge are essentially cantilevered away from the central turntable pivot 
section. At this time, it is supposed that the diagonal eyebars begin to take a significant loading. This 
supposition is currently based on initial data obtained by the October site visit and results from an 
ANSYS® model of the structure. In Frame3D, these members are modeled as individual members. For 
instance, for Member L6-M7, four members are used, each with the cross-sectional properties of a single 
eyebar. The properties for each individual eyebar are identical across all diagonals. The material for the 
eyebar is possibly wrought iron, but more probably medium steel like the other truss members. Cross 
section properties for the eyebars are shown below in Table 8.   
Section Name:  TSEyL4M5 
      
Ix = 0.0080  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0463  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0543  ft^4 
A = 0.1389  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 20 
Material: Medium Steel 
Section Name:  TSEyM5U6 
      
Ix = 0.0080  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0463  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0543  ft^4 
A = 0.1389  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 20 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 8. Truss Superstructure Diagonal Eyebars L4-M5 (left), M5-U6 (right) 
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4.2.1.6 TRANSVERSE BRACING 
 These members are located directly beneath the Transverse Struts and consist of medium steel angles 
and plates. Figure 35, left figure, shows the location of the transverse bracing relative to the truss 
superstructure. On the right side of Figure 35 is a generic drawing of the transverse bracing. Please note 
that the drawing is of the bracing that is closer to the end of the span, where the vertical dimension of the 
bracing is less and therefore the brace lengths appear identical and symmetric about the vertical and 
horizontal axes. The bracing closer to the center of the span has a greater height to bridge width ratio. In 
terms of the individual members, the diagonal bracing elements are single angles, and the bottom strut is a 
plate connected with an angle. 
        
Figure 35. Transverse bracing location on draw span (left) Generic illustration of transverse bracing (right) 
 Drawings clearly specified cross-section and material properties (medium steel) therefore no 
assumptions are made with this part of the truss. The Transverse Struts are the upper members shown in 
the generic drawing, above, and were defined earlier. The drawings label the diagonal elements as “V1”, 
“V2”, and the bottom strut as “V4” for the bracing near the end of the span. The diagonal elements are 
labeled “Y6”, “Y7” with the bottom strut labeled as “Y8” for the bracing located nearer to the center of 
the span. The different designations occur because of slight differences of the connection to the struts, and 
therefore were neglected. Essentially, all diagonal members are equivalent and the struts are identical as 
well. The cross section properties for the diagonal, “V1”, elements are shown in Table 9; the properties 
for the bottom struts are shown in Table 10.  
Section Name:  TSV1 
      
Ix = 0.0002  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0004  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0006  ft^4 
A = 0.0199  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 22  
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 9. Truss Superstructure Transverse Struts V1 
Section Name:  TSV4 
      
Ix = 0.0059  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0012  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0070  ft^4 
A = 0.1038  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 22 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 10. Truss Superstructure Transverse Struts V4 
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4.2.1.7 TRUSS SUPERSTRUCTURE END PORTAL 
 The end portals are the lateral bracing members closest to either end of the draw span in the truss 
superstructure. The location of the end portal is illustrated in Figure 36: left. A close-up of this section is 
shown in Figure 36: right. Note the construction worker climbing the ladder on the right-hand side of the 
picture for scale. This section is further identified on the plan view of the truss, shown in Figure 37. 
        
Figure 36. End portal shown on draw span (left) Close-up of end portal (right) 
 
Figure 37. Plan view draw span with end portal struts emphasized at either end 
 Member dimensions were available from the original drawings. However, some thicknesses were 
illegible and therefore estimated. The members consist of plates, angles, and “lattice” elements. All 
material is medium steel. The top strut consists of plates and angles on either side of the element 
connected by a crossing (as opposed to staggered) lattice. The bottom strut is similar except that a plate 
connects the two parts of the element. The diagonal is of a similar construction to the top strut, but with 
different-sized pieces. The diagonal members are identical in terms of the cross-sections and are denoted 
PAL. The bottom strut is labeled as PSL. The top strut is denoted in the drawings as PSU. Member 
properties are displayed in Table 11, Table 12, and Table 13. 
Section Name:  TSPAL  
      
Ix = 0.0741  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0038  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0779  ft^4 
A = 0.0889  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 23 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 11. Truss Superstructure 
End Portal Struts PAL 
Section Name:  TSPSL  
      
Ix = 0.1863  ft^4 
Iy = 0.6674  ft^4 
Iz = 0.8537  ft^4 
A = 0.2473  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 23 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 12. Truss Superstructure 
End Portal Struts PSL 
Section Name:  TSPSU 
      
Ix = 0.0991  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0233  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1224  ft^4 
A = 0.1422  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 24 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 13. Truss Superstructure 
End Portal Struts PSU 
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4.2.1.8 CENTER POST TRANSVERSE BRACING 
 This lateral bracing is located on either side of the operator’s house. Figure 38 shows the positioning 
of the lateral bracing in relation to the draw span and a close-up of the bracing as seen from the railroad 
deck. These members consist of plates, angles, and lattice elements. 
               
Figure 38. Center post transverse bracing illustration on draw span (left) Close-up of central lateral bracing (right) 
 The strut labeled in drawings as “TCD” is the bottom strut, shown in Table 14. The top strut is 
labeled “TCA” in the drawings. The properties for this section are shown in Table 15. The differences 
between the members occur at the connections. Thicknesses were estimated based on similar elements. 
According to the drawings, these members consist of two plates running along both sides of the member. 
The plates are connected together by intermediately spaced plates on the lower part of the member, and 
by intermediate lattice members along the top part of the member. 
 
Section Name:  TSCPTCD 
      
Ix = 0.0603  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0594  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1197  ft^4 
A = 0.1719  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 26 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 14. Truss Superstructure Center Post Transverse 
Bracing TCD 
 
Section Name:  TSCPTCA 
      
Ix = 0.1903  ft^4 
Iy = 0.1158  ft^4 
Iz = 0.3060  ft^4 
A = 0.1641  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 26 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 15. Truss Superstructure Center Post Transverse 
Bracing TCA 
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Continuation of Center Post Transverse Bracing. 
 The upper portion of the cross-bracing is labeled TCC. The lower part of the bracing is labeled TCB. 
The cross sections are identical between the two sections, but the near the connections some variations 
occur which result in the separate labeling. The drawings for this section are very crowded and difficult to 
determine actual dimensions. The thicknesses of the elements were estimated based on similar members; 
the remaining dimensions were identified. The bracing consists of two plates running along both sides of 
the member with four angles securing lattice members between the two plates. All connections between 
the bracing of this member and the remaining structure are covered with large plates and do not appear to 
be pin connections, as can be seen from the close-up view of Figure 38. The central connection between 
the cross bracing is also secured by a large plate. 
 
Section Name:  TSCPTCB 
      
Ix = 0.0682  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0038  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0720  ft^4 
A = 0.0951  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 26 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 16. Truss Superstructure Center Post Transverse 
Bracing TCB 
Section Name:  TSCPTCC 
      
Ix = 0.0682  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0038  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0720  ft^4 
A = 0.0951  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 26 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 17. Truss Superstructure Post Transverse 
Bracing TCC
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4.2.1.9  CENTER POST LONGITUDINAL CROSS-BRACING 
The center post longitudinal cross-bracing is located longitudinally between the central vertical posts 
of the bridge. These can be seen in Figure 39. The left-hand illustration emphasizes the position of the 
cross-bracing on the bridge. The right-hand illustration shows the location of the middle strut.  
 
Figure 39. Center post longitudinal cross-bracing (left) Middle and upper struts (right) 
The center post longitudinal cross-bracing consists of single eyebars labeled as PLB. The actual 
dimensions were not located in any drawings. The dimensions used in the model are based on the similar 
eyebars in other areas of the bridge and comparison of photographs. The material is assumed to be 
medium steel but the actual material composition is not known. The section properties for the cross-
bracing are located in Table 18.  The middle strut is a box-like member located slightly above the 
Railroad Deck. Four angles are placed at the four corners and lattice members connect these angles 
together. Exact as-built dimensions were available from the drawings. The material used for this member 
was medium steel. 
Section Name:  TSCPLB 
      
Ix = 0.00087  ft^4 
Iy = 0.00002  ft^4 
Iz = 0.00089  ft^4 
A = 0.04167  ft^2 
      
Drawing: UNKOWN 
Material: UNKOWN 
Table 18. Truss Superstructure Center Post 
Longitudinal Cross-Bracing PLB 
 
Section Name:  TSCPLBMS 
      
Ix = 0.0446  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0897  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1344  ft^4 
A = 0.1022  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 63 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 19. Truss Superstructure Center Post 
Longitudinal Cross-Bracing Middle Strut 
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4.2.1.10 BOTTOM CHORDS 
 The bottom chords stretch along both sides of the highway deck and can be seen pictured in Figure 
40. The members are named based on the Truss Superstructure labeling system shown in Figure 27. These 
members are spliced together and generally stiffened so that they essentially act as a single member. The 
members are similar in design along the length of the bridge. The exception is the long girder which spans 
between the two central posts. 
 
Figure 40. Truss Superstructure bottom chords: L0L2R-L6L8R (left) Long girder (right) 
 The bottom chords are made of medium steel. The following description is for all members of the 
bottom chords except for the Long Girder. Two plates run along both sides of the member. At the four 
corners are four angles. The top and bottom parts of the member consist of lattice elements that connect 
the two plates together. The properties for Section L0-L2R are listed in Table 20. The properties for 
Sections L2-L4R and L4-L6R are shown in Table 21 and Table 22, respectively. 
 
Section Name:  TSBCL0L2R 
      
Ix = 0.2435  ft^4 
Iy = 1.4486  ft^4 
Iz = 1.6921  ft^4 
A = 0.4496  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 27 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 20. Truss Superstructure 
Bottom Chords L0-L2R 
   
Section Name:  TSBCL2L4R 
      
Ix = 0.2616  ft^4 
Iy = 1.8510  ft^4 
Iz = 2.1125  ft^4 
A = 0.5930  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 28 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 21. Truss Superstructure 
Bottom Chords L2-L4R 
 
Section Name:  TSBCL4L6R 
      
 Ix = 0.2975  ft^4 
 Iy = 1.4506  ft^4 
 Iz = 1.7480  ft^4 
 A = 0.5011  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 29 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 22. Truss Superstructure 
Bottom Chords L4-L6R 
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Continuation of Bottom Chords.
 Member L6-L8R is similar to those listed previously and the section’s properties are shown in Table 
23. Again, the member is made of medium steel. The member between the two vertical posts of the Truss 
Superstructure is labeled as the “Long Girder” (LG) in the drawings. This member is a massive plate 
girder combined with many stiffeners and other stiffening elements. The Long Girder is more than five 
feet in depth and transfers part of the draw spans loading between the Truss Superstructure and the 
Turntable Pivot, which is partially located beneath the member. The generic cross-section of the member 
can be seen in the left illustration of Figure 41. Note the angles and plates extending from the lower half 
of the member. The long girder is also shown on the right of Figure 41. The Long Girder properties are 
listed in Table 26. 
Section Name:  TSBCL6L8R 
      
Ix = 0.2975  ft^4 
Iy = 1.4506  ft^4 
Iz = 1.7480  ft^4 
A = 0.5011  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 30 
Material Medium Steel 
Table 23. Truss Superstructure Bottom Chord L6-L8R 
 
Section Name:  TSBCLG  
      
Ix = 11.1693  ft^4 
Iy = 1.2021  ft^4 
Iz = 12.3714  ft^4 
A = 2.0836  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 31 
Material Medium Steel 
Table 24. Truss Superstructure Bottom Chord Long 
Girder 
       
Figure 41. Generic Long Girder cross section (left) Picture of the upper part of the Long Girder (right) 
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4.2.1.11 HANGER POSTS 
 The positions of the hanger posts with respect to the member labels are shown in Figure 42, below. 
The members are placed in groups of three for discussion; the central posts – marked as L8-U8 – are the 
only ones that greatly differ from the others. 
     
Figure 42. Truss Superstructure Vertical Posts: L0M01-L2U2 (left) L3U3-L5U5 (center) L6U6-L8U8 (right) 
 The material used for the vertical members is entirely medium steel. Drawings in reasonable 
condition also exist for all the members. Figure 43, shown below, is an illustration of the typical view of 
the hanger posts from the transverse and longitudinal directions. The member in the transverse direction is 
typically a plate or channel connected together by lattice elements at either end. From the end view of the 
cross section, as shown in Figure 44, it can be seen that a central plate with four angles connects the 
exterior plates (or channels) together. The right-hand figure is a picture of the cross-section when plates 
are intermittently spaced as opposed to the lattice member itself. The lattice, by the convention used for 
all cross sections, neglects the plate and assumes an effective thickness of the lattice extends along the 
length of the member. The individual properties for the members begin on the next page. 
 
Figure 43. Typical cross section for Hanger Posts 
 
Figure 44. End view of typical cross section of Hanger Posts 
 
 
 
 
Longitudinal View 
Transverse View 
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 The properties for members labeled L0-M0L, L1-M1L, and L2-U2 are shown in Table 25, Table 26, 
and Table 27, respectively. The locations of the members can be seen in Figure 42, left. Member L0-M0L 
consists of two channels primarily connected together at the cross-section ends by lattice elements. At the 
center of the channels, angles and another plate are placed to connect the exterior channels together. 
Plates replace the exterior lattice elements at several points along the member. The drawings and 
specifications for the channels were available and legible. The lattice members for this and all other 
vertical posts face the longitudinal direction of the bridge. Member L1-M1L consists of two plates that 
are connected at the cross-section ends by four angles and lattice members. Again, an additional four 
angles and another plate connect the two exterior plates together. The thickness for the lattice members is 
estimated. Member L2-U2 consists of several cross-sections. From L2-M2, the section is similar to 
Member L1-M1L; two plates are connected into a box-like shape with angles and lattice members. 
Member M2-U2 consists entirely of cross lattice members on all four sides. 
Section Name:  TSEPL0M0L 
      
Ix = 0.0546  ft^4 
Iy = 0.1556  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2102  ft^4 
A = 0.2932  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 32 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 25. Vertical Posts L0-M0L 
Section Name:  TSHPL1M1L 
      
Ix = 0.0527  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0944  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1471  ft^4 
A = 0.1941  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 32 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 26. Vertical Posts L1-M1L 
Section Name:  TSVPL2U2
      
Ix = 0.0963  ft^4 
Iy = 0.1712  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2674  ft^4 
A = 0.3445  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 33 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 27. Vertical Posts L2-U2
 The properties for member L3-U3, L4-U4, and L5-U5 are shown in Table 28, Table 29, and Table 30. 
These member can be located on the bridge in Figure 42, center. Member L3-U3 consists of two plates 
connected together by four angles with lattice elements connecting to the angles to form a box-like 
member. Additional angles and another plate connect the two exterior plates at the mid-section. Member 
L4-U4, for portion L4-U4 is constructed similarly to member L3-U3. Member M4-U4 is similar to 
member M2-U2 with cross lattice members on all four sides. Member L5-U5 is also similarly constructed 
to member L3-U3. Again, the thickness of the lattice is estimated. 
Section Name:  TSVPL3U3  
      
Ix = 0.0488  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0809  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1296  ft^4 
A = 0.2163  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 34 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 28. Vertical Posts L3-U3 
Section Name:  TSVPL4U4  
      
Ix = 0.0755  ft^4 
Iy = 0.1150  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1905  ft^4 
A = 0.2563  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 35 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 29. Vertical Posts L4-U4 
Section Name:  TSVPL5U5 
      
Ix = 0.0486  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0784  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1270  ft^4 
A = 0.2074  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 36 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 30. Vertical Posts L5-U5 
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Continuation of Hanger Posts. 
 Member properties for L6-U6, L7-U7, and L8-U8 can be seen in Table 31, Table 32, and Figure 45. 
The location of the members can be seen in Figure 42, right. Member L6-U6 from L6-M6 is made of 
exterior plates connected at the ends by angles and lattice members. Another plate and four angles 
connect the exterior plates together near the center. For part M6-U6, the cross section still resembles a 
box section, except with cross lattice members on all four sides. The lattice members face the longitudinal 
direction and the exterior plates face the transverse direction. L7-U7 is similarly constructed. Member L8-
U8 is significantly stronger than any of the other hanger posts and is the central posts for the bridge, 
placed above the central turntable pivot and around the Operator’s House. These members contribute to 
the stiffness of the overall bridge and extend downwards, connecting to a transverse girder embedded into 
the turntable. Dimensions for this member are almost illegible; thicknesses and the angles were estimated 
based on similar sections. The member consists of two external plates facing the longitudinal direction. In 
the transverse direction, cross lattice members are connected to the ends of the external plates by angles. 
Additional angles connect between the centers of the exterior plates. Views of the central hanger post are 
shown in Figure 46. End views of the cross section are shown in Figure 47. 
Section Name:  TSVPL6U6 
      
Ix = 0.2311  ft^4 
Iy = 0.2574  ft^4 
Iz = 0.4885  ft^4 
A = 0.4278  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 37 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 31. Vertical Posts L6-U6 
Section Name:  TSVPL7U7  
      
Ix = 0.0359  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0967  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1325  ft^4 
A = 0.1923  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 38 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 32. Vertical Posts L7-U7 
Section Name:  TSVPCP 
      
Ix = 0.3417  ft^4 
Iy = 0.4937  ft^4 
Iz = 0.8355  ft^4 
A = 0.4865  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 39 
Material: Medium Steel 
Figure 45. Central Vertical Posts
 
Figure 46. Central hanger post 
 
Figure 47. End view of central hanger post 
Longitudinal View 
Transverse View 
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4.2.1.12 INCLINED POSTS  
 Inclined posts refer to all diagonal members that do not consist of eyebars. These sections are built up 
using plates, angles, and lattice elements of medium steel. The long diagonal inclined posts are shown in 
Figure 48 below. 
   
Figure 48. Truss Superstructure Inclined Posts L0U2 (left), L2M3 (right) 
 The properties for members L0-U2 and L2-M3 are shown in Table 33 and Table 34, respectively. 
Member L0-U2 consists of exterior plates in the transverse direction connected to a cover plate via two 
angles. Cross lattice elements connect the two exterior plates at the bottom by two additional angles. 
Dimensions were readily available from the drawings. Member L2-M3 consists of a similar design, but 
without the cover plate. The member has two exterior plates placed perpendicular to the transverse 
direction. The plates are connected by four angles and lattice members perpendicular to the longitudinal 
direction. The section looks something similar to a box section. 
Section Name:  TSIPL0U2  
      
Ix = 0.2977  ft^4 
Iy = 0.7336  ft^4 
Iz = 1.0314  ft^4 
A = 0.4762  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 40 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 33. Inclined Posts L0-U2 
Section Name:  TSIPL2M3 
      
Ix = 0.1536  ft^4 
Iy = 0.6099  ft^4 
Iz = 0.7635  ft^4 
A = 0.4270  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 41 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 34. Inclined Posts L2-M3 
 
Figure 49. Inclined Post long diagonal member views 
Side Elevation View 
Top View 
Bottom View 
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Continuation of the Inclined Posts. 
 The inclined posts included in this section consist of the short diagonal members on the bridge. The 
material used for these members is medium steel. 
   
Figure 50. Inclined Post short diagonals 
 Each of these inclined posts is identical in cross sectional design. Because of this, one representative 
cross section for each type of short diagonal inclined post is shown. The sections are similar in size to the 
top chords. The members follow the similar pattern of having a box-like cross-section. Two plates are 
placed perpendicularly to the transverse direction. The plates are connected together by angles and the 
edges. The angles then connect to cross-lattice members on the top and the bottom of the member. A 
generic cross section for these members can be seen in Figure 51. The section properties for members 
M1-L2 and M5-L6 are shown in Table 35 and Table 36, respectively. Essentially, M1-L2 is identical to 
M3-L4; M5-L6 is identical to M7-L8. 
Section Name:  TSIPM1L2 
      
Ix = 0.0500  ft^4 
Iy = 0.1279  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1779  ft^4 
A = 0.1983  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 42 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 35. Inclined Post M1-L2 
Section Name:  TSIPM5L6 
      
Ix = 0.0500  ft^4 
Iy = 0.1279  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1779  ft^4 
A = 0.1983  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 43 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 36. Inclined Post M5-L6 
 
Figure 51. Generic views of inclined posts short diagonals 
Side Elevation View 
Top View 
Bottom View 
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4.2.2 RAILROAD DECK 
 The Iowa Interstate Railroad uses the Railroad Deck and is responsible for maintenance on this 
portion of the bridge. Figure 52 shows a view of the Railroad Deck facing Davenport.  The deck consists 
of corrugated iron plates. Currently, only the track on the right-hand side is in use. The railway tracks run 
directly above and are connected to the four deck stringers. Transverse girders are placed between each 
vertical post and at either end of the draw span.  Due to the nature of the Railroad Deck, the plan view of 
the floor beams is used to identify the member in discussion, as opposed to photographs. The corrugated 
iron plates are considered to provide some degree of connectivity between the floor beams but serve no 
structural purpose. 
 
Figure 52. Railroad Deck of Draw Span facing Davenport 
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4.2.2.1 RAILROAD END GIRDERS 
 The locations of the Railroad End Girders are shown on the plan view of the Railroad Deck in Figure 
53. The material used for these members is medium steel. 
 
Figure 53. Location of railroad end girders 
 The section properties for the member are shown in Table 37. The drawings refer to this member as 
“MOA”. The member is an I-beam shape consisting of plates and angles. The web of the member is a 
plate, connected by angles to flanges that are also plates. The stringers connect to the member at four 
locations along its length. Stiffener plates are added to the flanges and extend along a portion of the 
member. The elevation, bottom, and end views of the member can be seen in Figure 54. Note that this is a 
generic view that corresponds to all girders in the Railroad Deck. The drawing for this member is shows 
most dimensions clearly. As in many cases, thicknesses of some members needed to be estimated. 
Section Name:  RREGMOA 
      
Ix = 1.6366  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0297  ft^4 
Iz = 1.6663  ft^4 
A = 0.5359  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 44 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 37. Railroad End Girders 
 
Figure 54. Railroad End Girders 
 
Elevation View 
Bottom View 
End View 
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4.2.2.2 RAILWAY FLOOR BEAMS 
 The drawings use two different labels to categorize the railway floor beams. The differences between 
the members occur at the connections with the vertical posts of the Truss Superstructure. The placement 
of the floor beams M1A and M2A in the Railroad Deck can be observed in Figure 55 and Figure 56, 
respectively. The material used in the floor beams in medium steel. 
 
Figure 55. Railroad Deck floor beams M1A 
 
Figure 56. Railroad Deck floor beams M2A 
 The section properties for members M1A and M2A can be seen in Table 38 and Table 39, 
respectively. The drawings for these members are legible and all dimensions can easily be identified. The 
members are nearly identical and are similar to the Railroad Deck End Girders defined previously. These 
members also consist of a built-up member that resembles an I-shape. The web is a plate, connected to 
flanges by angles at either end of the web. Plates stiffen the flanges along portions of the member length. 
Section Name:  RRFBM1A 
      
Ix = 2.1968  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0421  ft^4 
Iz = 2.2389  ft^4 
A = 0.6845  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 45 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 38. Floor beam Type M1A 
Section Name:  RRFBM2A 
      
Ix = 2.1968  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0421  ft^4 
Iz = 2.2389  ft^4 
A = 0.6845  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 45 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 39. Floor beam Type M2A 
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4.2.2.3 CENTRAL RAILWAY FLOOR BEAMS 
 The location of the Central Railway Floor beams is shown in Figure 57, below. These members pass 
transversely below the Railroad Deck and connect to the central hanger posts of the Truss Superstructure. 
Consequently, these members are quite important with respect to the stiffness of the structure connecting 
to the turntable pivot. The overall design of this member is similar to the other railway floor beams but 
consists of more substantial plates and angles. These members also are made of medium steel. 
 
Figure 57. Central Railway Floor beams emphasized on plan view 
 The properties of this member are shown in Table 40. The member is similar to a built-up I-shape. 
The web of the member is a plate. Angles connect the ends of the web to the flange plates. Additional 
plates are used to stiffen the flanges along portions of the member. 
Section Name:  RRFBM8a  
      
Ix = 2.4164  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0477  ft^4 
Iz = 2.4641  ft^4 
A = 0.6748  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 46 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 40. Central Railway Floor beam section properties
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4.2.2.4 RAILWAY END STRINGERS 
 The locations of the Railway End Stringers in the Railroad Deck are shown in Figure 58. These 
members connect to the end girders at either end of the draw span. The stringers are made of medium 
steel. 
 
Figure 58. Railroad Deck End Stringers 
 The section properties for the end stringers are shown in Table 41. The member is made of plates and 
angles. The web of the member is a plate. Four angles connect the web to plates at the top and bottom of 
the member, forming part the flanges. The flanges are then stiffened along the length of the member. The 
drawings are fairly legible, but several thicknesses had to be estimated. Various views of the section can 
be seen in Figure 59.  
 
Section Name:  RREST1  
      
Ix = 0.2902  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0018  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2920  ft^4 
A = 0.2113  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 47 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 41. Railroad Deck End Stringer section properties 
 
Figure 59. Views of Railroad Deck End Stringer 
Side Elevation View 
Top View 
Bottom View 
End View 
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4.2.2.5 RAILWAY STRINGERS 
 The remaining railroad stringers are divided into three different categories. The location of the 
members T2, T3, and T4 is shown in Figure 60, Figure 61, and Figure 62, respectively. All components 
of the railway stringers are made of medium steel. The cross sections of these members are identical to 
each other; however, some variation exists at the connection between the stringer and corresponding 
girders.  
 
Figure 60. Railway Stringers T2 
 
Figure 61. Railway Stringers T3 
 
Figure 62. Railway Stringers T4 
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Railway Stringers Continued. 
 The section properties for T2, T3, and T4 are shown in Table 42, Table 43, and Table 44, 
respectively. The member is again an I-shape with a plate as the web. Four angles, two at either end, 
connect the web with additional plates to form the plates. Stiffener plates are not present on the flanges of 
this member. No estimates were made on the dimensions of these members. 
Section Name:  RRStT2 
      
Ix = 0.2902  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0018  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2920  ft^4 
A = 0.2113  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 48 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 42. Railroad Deck Stringer T2 
Section Name:  RRStT3 
      
Ix = 0.2902  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0018  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2920  ft^4 
A = 0.2113  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 48 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 43. Railroad Deck Stringer T3 
Section Name:  RRStT4 
      
Ix = 0.2902  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0018  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2920  ft^4 
A = 0.2113  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 48 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 44. Railroad Deck Stringer T4 
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4.2.2.6 INTERMEDIATE TRANSVERSE RAILROAD FLOOR BEAM BRACING 
 The locations of the transverse railroad floor beams are shown in Figure 63. These members are 
made of medium steel.  
 
Figure 63. Railroad Deck plan view emphasizing intermediate transverse floor beam bracing 
 Table 45 has the section properties for this member. Dimensions were easily obtained from the 
drawings. Unlike the previous members, the intermediate transverse floor bracing members are not 
beams, but rather criss-crossing angles that brace the stringers. Because of the geometry of the member, 
an effective cross section was used for the two angles.  
Section Name:  RRFBCF 
      
Ix = 0.1124  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0007  ft^4 
Iz = 0.1132  ft^4 
A = 0.0658  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 48 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 45. Railroad Deck intermediate transverse floor beam bracing section properties 
 
Figure 64. Intermediate transverse floor bracing 
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4.2.3 HIGHWAY DECK 
 The Highway Deck accommodates approximately 10,000 vehicles per year. The deck is covered with 
a metal grating that is filled with concrete. On either side of the roadway are placed steel “railings” to 
prevent cars from potentially striking the Truss Superstructure. The bottom side to the Highway Deck of 
the draw span can be seen in Figure 65, below. The two stringers for the sidewalk can be easily 
distinguished. The steel brackets, extensions from the girders, support the sidewalk. For the model, the 
sidewalks on both sides of the Highway Deck are ignored. Therefore, only the girders, stringers, and cross 
bracing of the floor beam system is discussed. The deck will, of course, contribute to a certain degree to 
the stiffness and connectivity of the floor beam system. This contribution is to be accounted for by 
fictitious connection members between the floor beams.  
 
Figure 65. Highway Deck of Draw Span and Adjacent Spans Facing Davenport 
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4.2.3.1 END FLOOR BEAMS 
 The location of the Highway Deck end floor beams can be seen emphasized on the plan view in 
Figure 66. The member is made of medium steel plates and angles.  
 
Figure 66. Highway Deck end floor beams 
 The drawings label the end floor beams as "L0B". The section properties for this member are shown 
in Table 46, below. The drawing scans are difficult to read. Most dimensions were readily available, but 
the thickness and placement of some of the members were estimated. The bottom and elevation views of 
the member are shown in Figure 67. The member consists of two plates placed perpendicular to the 
longitudinal direction and extending along the width of the bridge. These plates are joined at the top by 
angles that connect to intermediately spaced plates. At the bottom, four angles and two plates form 
flanges that connect to the "web" plates.  Four diaphragms are spaced along the length of the member for 
additional stiffness. Weighted cross section properties were used to account for the intermediate 
members. Note that portions of the member - the steel brackets that support the sidewalk - are not shown 
in Figure 67 since this part of the member is neglected for the model. 
Section Name:  HDFBL0B 
      
Ix = 0.2591  ft^4 
Iy = 0.2173  ft^4 
Iz = 0.4765  ft^4 
A = 0.2324  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 49 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 46. Highway Deck floor beams L0B 
 
Figure 67. Highway Deck end floor beam member views 
Elevation View 
Bottom View 
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4.2.3.2 FLOOR BEAMS 
 The drawings refer to the floor beams under the labels "L1B", "L2B", and "L3B". The locations of 
these members are shown in Figure 68, Figure 69, and Figure 70, respectively. The differences between 
these members occur primarily at the connections or at locations that do not affect the general cross 
sectional properties. The floor beams are made of medium steel. 
 
Figure 68. Highway Deck floor beams L1B 
   
Figure 69. Highway Deck floor beams L2B 
 
Figure 70. Highway Deck floor beams L3B 
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Continuation of Highway Deck Floor Beams. 
 The section properties for floor beam members L1B, L2B, and L3B are shown in Table 47, Table 48, 
and Table 49. This member can basically be thought of as an I-shape. A plate forms the web of the 
member. Angles fastened to the top and the bottom of the web are attached to additional plates which 
form the flanges of the member. The top, elevation, bottom, and end views can be seen in Figure 71. The 
drawing dimensions were fairly readable and so approximations were not necessary.  
Section Name:  HDFBL1B 
      
Ix = 0.2471  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0017  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2488  ft^4 
A = 0.2003  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 51 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 47. Floor Beams L1B 
Section Name:  HDFBL2B 
      
Ix = 0.2471  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0017  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2488  ft^4 
A = 0.2003  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 52 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 48. Floor Beams L2B 
Section Name:  HDFBL3B 
      
Ix = 0.2471  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0017  ft^4 
Iz = 0.2488  ft^4 
A = 0.2003  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 52 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 49. Floor Beams L3B 
 
Figure 71. Highway Deck floor beam section views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Elevation View 
Bottom View 
Top View 
End View 
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4.2.3.3 CENTER POST JOISTS 
 The locations of the Highway Deck center post joists are emphasized on the floor beam plan view in 
Figure 72. Each of the joists is individually labeled in the existing drawings. The difference between the 
labeled members occurs at the connections and do not affect the cross section. The members are made of 
medium steel. 
 
Figure 72. Highway Deck Center Post Joists 
 The section properties for the center post joists are shown in Table 50. The members are I-beams and 
therefore approximations for dimensions were unnecessary. Dimensions for additional plates are easily 
obtained from the drawings. The generic elevation, bottom, top, and end views of this member are shown 
in Figure 73. 
Section Name:  HDCPL8D1 
      
Ix = 0.0217  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0011  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0229  ft^4 
A = 0.0849  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 53 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 50. Highway Deck Center Post Joists 
 
Figure 73. Highway Deck center post joists section views 
Elevation View 
Bottom View 
Top View 
End View 
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4.2.3.4 TRANSVERSE GIRDERS 
 The locations of the Highway Deck transverse girders are emphasized in Figure 74, below. These 
are massive members that are crucial for adding stiffness to the central part of the bridge and providing a 
load path from the bridge to the pivot. The members are made of medium steel. 
 
Figure 74. Highway Deck Transverse Girders 
 The section properties of the transverse girders are shown in Table 51. The member web consists 
of a single plate reinforced with additional plates on both sides. Angles are attached to the top and bottom 
of the web. Plates are fastened to the angles to form the flange of the section. An additional three plates 
are attached to each flange. Stiffening elements are placed intermittently along the length of the member. 
The placement of the member in the turntable pivot can be seen emphasized at the upper half of Figure 
75. Top, elevation, bottom, and end views of the member can be seen in Figure 76.  
 
Figure 75. Transverse Girder: bottom flange 
emphasized in turntable 
Section Name:  HDTG 
      
Ix = 9.1674  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0899  ft^4 
Iz = 9.2573  ft^4 
A = 1.6141  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 54 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 51. Highway Deck Transverse Girders section 
properties 
 
Figure 76. Highway Deck transverse girders section views 
Elevation View 
Bottom View 
Top View 
End View 
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4.2.3.5 LONGITUDINAL I-BEAM JOISTS 
 The drawings label many of the longitudinal I-beam joists in pairs. After careful examination of the 
drawings, the only variation between the members again occurs at the connections and does not affect the 
calculation of the cross-section. The location of the I-beam joists L1D1, L1D2, and L1D3 in the Highway 
Deck are shown in Figure 77, Figure 78, and Figure 79, respectively. The location of I-beam joists L0D1, 
L0D2, L0D3, and L0D4 are shown in Figure 80. The location of I-beam joists L7D1, L7D2, and L7D3 
are shown in Figure 81. Variations between the member types appear to be limited to the connection types 
and detailing. All members are made of medium steel. All members are made of medium steel. 
 
 
Figure 77. Highway Deck Longitudinal I-beam joists L1D1 
 
Figure 78. Highway Deck Longitudinal I-beam joists L1D2 
 
Figure 79. Highway Deck Longitudinal I-beam joists L1D3 
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Longitudinal I-beam Joists (continued). 
 
Figure 80. Highway Deck Longitudinal I-beam joists L0D1, L0D2, L0D3, L0D4 
 
Figure 81. Highway Deck Longitudinal I-beam joists L7D1, L7D2, L7D3 
 The section properties for the longitudinal I-beam joists are shown in Table 52, below. The section 
name as stated in the table changes to correspond to the various members even though the section values 
do not change. The cross sections for this member type were clearly defined in the drawings as an I-beam 
section and therefore approximations were not necessary. The elevation, bottom, and end view of the 
member can be seen in Figure 82. 
Section Name:  HDLoL0D1 
      
Ix = 0.0168  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0005  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0173  ft^4 
A = 0.0712  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 55 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 52. Highway Deck Longitudinal I-beam joists 
 
Figure 82. Highway Deck longitudinal I-beam joist section views 
 
Elevation View 
Bottom View 
End View 
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4.2.3.6 BOTTOM LATERALS 
 The Highway Deck bottom laterals are emphasized in Figure 83. The members are made of medium 
steel. The section properties of the Highway Deck bottom laterals are shown in Table 53, below. These 
members are slender angles. 
 
Figure 83. Highway Deck Bottom Laterals 
 Section 
Name:  HDBLL2C2 
      
Ix = 0.0002  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0002  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0004  ft^4 
A = 0.0199  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 56 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 53. Highway Deck Bottom Laterals 
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4.2.4 OPERATOR’S HOUSE 
 The deck level of the Operator’s House is approximately fifty feet above the highway deck and about 
seventy feet above the water in the lock. The Operator’s house itself consists of a single control room and 
an attic. The electric trolley motor that rotates the bridge is housed inside the structure. Windows are 
situated so that the operator can observe rail traffic coming from the Rock Island, IL or Davenport, IA 
side of the bridge. Figure 84, shown below, illustrates the Operator’s House. The people in the picture 
provide a sense to the scale of the bridge. Note the drive shaft that can be seen at the bottom-center of the 
picture. The drive shaft is supported at several locations and provides half of the mechanical power 
necessary to rotate the draw span (there is one on either side of the Operator’s House). 
 
Figure 84. Operator's House 
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4.2.4.1 LONGITUDINAL BEAMS 
 The longitudinal beams of the Operator’s House are aligned with the Truss Superstructure and are the 
only two longitudinal members of the floor beams. Figure 85, shown below, emphasizes the location of 
these members on the plan view of the floor beams. The section properties for the member are listed in 
Table 54. The material properties for the members are medium steel. 
 
 
 
Figure 85. Operator's House Longitudinal Beam 
Placement 
 
 
Section Name:  OHBEG 
      
Ix = 0.4207  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0119  ft^4 
Iz = 0.4326  ft^4 
A = 0.8044  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 64 
Material: Medium Steel 
       Table 54. Longitudinal Beams 
       
 This member is an I-shape that uses a plate for the web. At the top and bottom of the web, angles 
connect the web to plates that form the flanges of the member. Stiffening elements, angle with attached 
plates, are placed intermittently along the length of the member. The top, elevation, and end view of this 
member type can be observed in Figure 86. This member can also be observed below the deck of the 
Operator’s House in Figure 84. 
 
Figure 86. Operator's House Longitudinal Beams EG 
 
 
 
 
 
Top View 
Side View     End View 
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4.2.4.2 TRANSVERSE BEAMS 
 The Operator's House transverse beams span the width of the draw span and connect to the 
longitudinal girders. The locations of the transverse beams are emphasized in the plan view of the floor 
beam system in Figure 87. The members are made of medium steel. 
 
Figure 87. Operator's House Transverse Beams 
 
 
Section Name:  OHBTB 
      
Ix = 0.0175  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0005  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0180  ft^4 
A = 0.0773  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 65 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 55. Operator's House Transverse Beams 
 The transverse beams are I-beams that are specified in the drawings. Approximations were not 
necessary for this member. Slight differences exist in the detailing of the connections but should have 
negligible effect on the cross sectional properties. 
 
Figure 88. Operator's House transverse beam section views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Top View 
Elevation View 
Bottom View 
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4.2.4.3 CROSS BRACING 
 The Operator's House diagonal cross bracing is illustrated in Figure 89. The cross section for these 
members is a single medium steel angle. The section properties for the angle are shown in Table 56. 
 
Figure 89. Operator’s House Cross Bracing 
 
 
Section Name:  OHBCB 
      
Ix = 0.0002  ft^4 
Iy = 0.0000  ft^4 
Iz = 0.0002  ft^4 
A = 0.0101  ft^2 
      
Drawing: 320-401 Ref. Dwg 62 
Material: Medium Steel 
Table 56. Operator's House Cross Bracing section 
properties 
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4.3 ASSUMPTIONS 
 Two Frame3D models were constructed prior to the visit to Government Bridge. All boundary 
conditions for the first model are assumed to be at the deck level. The depth of the turntable and the end 
supports of the draw span are essentially neglected. The second model includes the turntable pivot depth 
up to the pony wheels but also neglected the height of the end supports. In both cases, the boundary 
conditions defined in the previous section remain constant. 
4.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
 The boundary conditions for the Frame3D model were derived by careful evaluation of the current 
structure. Please refer to sections 2.4.1, “Turntable Pivot”, and 2.4.2, “End Supports” for the in-depth 
descriptions of the supporting elements. 
4.4.1 TURNTABLE PIVOT 
 At the center of the bridge, the turntable is fixed to the pier with a solid, central pivot about which the 
entire draw span is able to rotate. When the draw span is rotating, the turntable pivot forms the only 
support for the bridge; either end can be considered cantilevered out from either side of the pivot. Since 
this model will be primarily for evaluation of the bridge when it is stationary, the boundary conditions for 
the span in the fixed position is considered to be [1 1 1 1 0 1], where a “1” represents a restrained degree 
of freedom, and a “0” represents an unrestrained degree of freedom. The placement representation of the 
array is [longitudinal displacement; vertical displacement; transverse displacement; rotation about the 
longitudinal axis; rotation about the vertical axis; rotation about the transverse axis]. A brief explanation 
of the boundary condition for the central steel pivot follows. 
1) Longitudinal displacement. The anchoring of the pivot and the stiffness of the surrounding 
turntable is adequate to restrain movement in the longitudinal direction. 
2) Vertical displacement. The anchoring of the pivot and the stiffness of the surrounding turntable is 
adequate to restrain movement vertical direction. 
3) Transverse displacement. The anchoring of the pivot and the stiffness of the surrounding 
turntable is adequate to restrain movement transverse direction. 
4) Rotation about the longitudinal axis. The anchoring of the pivot and the stiffness of the 
surrounding turntable is adequate to restrain rotation about the longitudinal axis. 
5) Rotation about the vertical axis. This rotation is unrestrained since the rotating draw span pivots 
about this central steel pivot. 
6) Rotation about the transverse axis. The anchoring of the pivot and the stiffness of the surrounding 
turntable is adequate to restrain rotation about the transverse axis. 
 
 The points of contact between the steel wheels and the tread about the central pivot point can be 
assumed to be rollers capable of rotating about the central pivot. Movement or rotation in the other 
directions is negligible due to the stiffness of the turntable section and bearing design. Rollers around the 
central pivot point are defined as [0 1 0 1 1 1]. The explanation for each restraint (or lack thereof) is 
shown at the top of the next page. 
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1) Longitudinal displacement. The rollers must be allowed to rotate about the central pivot point. 
The longitudinal displacement is in plane of the pivot point and a direction that the rollers about 
the pivot must use while rotating. 
2) Transverse displacement. The rollers must be allowed to rotate about the central pivot point. The 
longitudinal displacement is in plane of the pivot point and a direction that the rollers about the 
pivot must use while rotating. 
3) Vertical displacement. The rollers are cannot displace in the vertical direction due to the weight 
of the bridge and construction design. 
4) Rotation about the longitudinal axis. The wheels are stiffened and connected so that they cannot 
rotate independently. 
5) Rotation about the vertical axis. The wheels are stiffened and connected so that they cannot rotate 
independently. 
6) Rotation about the transverse axis. The wheels are stiffened and connected so that they cannot 
rotate independently. 
 
4.4.2 END SUPPORTS 
 Since the depth of the deck and end supports is neglected in the model, the end supports were placed 
at two locations where the host end stringer connects to the highway deck. The locations of the boundary 
conditions for the end span are located above the actual location of the rollers. The bridge may be 
considered lightly connected due to the rail track locking mechanism discussed in the End Supports 
section, but for the current model this is neglected. The assumed boundary conditions consist of restraint 
of [1 1 1 1 1 0] 
1) Longitudinal displacement. The roller supports at either end of the draw span are oriented in the 
transverse direction, and so movement of the bridge in the longitudinal direction may be 
considered negligible. Additionally, the model was tested and compared using restrained and 
unrestrained longitudinal displacement; the results showed that the difference was negligible. 
2) Vertical displacement. Drawn span movement in the vertical direction at either end is negligible 
due to the weight of the bridge after the hydraulic supports have been raised. 
3) Transverse displacement. The shoulders of the curved steel plates of the abutment support 
provide sufficient restraint for the rollers in the transverse direction. 
4) Rotation about the longitudinal axis. The rollers are stiff enough that the support cannot possible 
rotate about the longitudinal axis. 
5) Rotation about the vertical axis. The stiffness of the rollers, the end stringers, and the link 
member are sufficient to prevent rotation about the vertical axis. 
6) Rotation about the transverse axis. Since the orientation of the wheels is in the transverse 
direction and the link member also has movement along the transverse direction, the rotation of 
the rollers is left unrestrained. 
 
4.5 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
 As stated earlier, three main structural materials are used in the draw span: medium steel, wrought 
iron, and cast iron. The models currently use Medium Steel as a default, although some of the diagonals 
may consist of wrought iron. Cast iron was confined for use for the bearing of the turntable pivot, pony 
wheels, and bearing plates of the end supports. Material properties from the approximate time of the 1896 
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construction were primarily obtained from the Carnegie Steel Company Pocket Companions. The primary 
source for the selected material properties is shown below: 
Carnegie Steel Company. Pocket Companion, for Engineers, Architects and Builders, Containing 
Useful Information and Tables, Appertaining to the Use of Steel. Pittsburgh, Pa. 1903. 
 Additional codes and manuals dating back to the 1872 version of the Carnegie Steel Company’s 
Pocket Companion were employed to ensure the values obtained were reasonable. Slight variations can be 
found for all three materials. However, the more rounded numbers from the 1903 edition were used upon 
finding that the differences are negligible from the reference point of the Frame3D model results.  
Material Definitions Modulus of Elasticity (psf) Shear Modulus (psf) Density (slugs/cf) 
Medium Steel 4444000000 15.2315 1728000000 
Wrought Iron 4032000000 15.0375 1566407570 
Cast Iron 2088543420 14.1643 835417369 
Table 57. Material Properties for Medium Steel, Wrought Iron, and Cast Iron 
4.6 ATTACHED MASS 
 Lumped masses were attached to the supporting structure of the Operator’s House, Railroad Deck, 
and Highway Deck to simulate the applied dead loading present in each. The support system for the 
corresponding section received the mass according to the effective surface area supported by the member. 
One-way action was assumed in the transverse and longitudinal directions. This procedure is simple 
because of a near-uniform longitudinal spacing of girders in both the Railroad and Highway Decks. Note 
that the units of mass are in slugs and units of length are in feet. 
 The Operator’s House contains the electric trolley car motor that runs the bridge, instrumentation, and 
other various dead loading including the weight of the house itself. The corresponding lumped mass was 
based on material and weight estimates of the various components and then assumed as a uniform, 
distributed mass over the surface area of the Operator’s House floor. 
 The Railroad Deck is covered with thick, corrugated iron plates. This deck was modeled as mass 
uniformly applied to the girder support system and lumped proportionately at various nodes. The 
Highway Deck consists of the steel grating filled with concrete. A thickness for this layer was assumed, 
and a corresponding percentage of the area was attributed to the steel grating. The remaining area was 
considered concrete. This lumped mass was assumed to be uniformly distributed across the support 
system of the highway deck. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GOVERNMENT BRIDGE FRAME3D MODEL AND RESULTS 
 
5.1 GOVERNMENT BRIDGE FRAME3D MODEL 
 The English unit system was used to define the Government Bridge model parameters. Units consist 
of feet for length, slugs for mass, and pounds for weight. Two models were created prior to the site visit 
to Government Bridge. The first model neglected the depth of the turntable pivot and end supports; the 
second model took these depths into account. After visiting Government Bridge in October, 2009, the 
apparent stiffness of the turntable pivot rendered it unnecessary to model the turntable depth. Upon 
numerical results yielding a similar conclusion, the corresponding model was selected.  
 The Frame3D model consists of 592 nodes. These nodes correspond to the various connections 
between beams, hangar posts, bracing, and other components in the bridge. The nodes contain the 
connections to the entire bridge, including the seventy-four nodes of the turntable pivot. Since the 
Frame3D input file allows the user to define the number of nodes that exist in the structural system, these 
additional nodes do not cause any problems for the analysis and provide the capability to quickly adjust 
the model to include other bridge components that were initially neglected (the sidewalk deck, etc.).  
Reference nodes are used to define for the program the orientation of the local elements. The reference 
node is a point defined somewhere in space that lies in the plane of the local element’s weak axis. The 
nodes were placed so that no numerical complications or other problems would be encountered. Frame3D 
uses this node to convert the local section properties into the global mass or stiffness matrix.  
 The model has 1,033 beam elements. This number includes fictitious elements that are used to 
represent actual connectivity between bridge members. The original system attempted to segregate the 
various nodes and elements of the bridge so that the groups would correspond to particular sections of the 
bridge (Truss Superstructure, Highway Deck, etc); however, since each individual node, element, 
reference node, and cross section must be defined by hand, this quickly became too cumbersome. The 
nodes and elements corresponding to the different sections of the bridge are as follows. 
1) Truss Superstructure  
a. Nodes: 1 - 129, 429 - 434, 581 - 592 
b. Elements: 1 - 274, 938 - 1017 
2) Railroad Deck  
a. Nodes: 130 - 301 
b. Elements 275 - 532 
3) Highway Deck 
a. Nodes: 302-428 
b. Elements 533 - 810, 865 – 888 
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4) Circular Pivot Boundary Condition Elements, shared between Highway Deck and Turntable Pivot 
a. Nodes: 450-507 
b. Elements 811 - 838, 889 – 937 
5) Operator’s House  
a. Nodes: 435 - 449 
b. Elements: 839-864 
6) Turntable Pivot 
a. Nodes: 508 - 580 
7) Connectivity elements 
a. Elements: 1018 - 1033 
 The generic Highway Deck Frame3D model of Government Bridge is shown from various angles in 
Figures 86 to 89. The actual boundary conditions used for the models are varied in the next section for 
comparison. The figures have not been modified and are therefore to-scale; the units for the vertical, 
transverse, and longitudinal dimensions are in feet. Figure 90 is an approximately isometric view of the 
bridge. The Truss Superstructure, Operator’s House floor beams, Railroad Deck, and Highway Deck can 
be easily seen. The darker circles represent the boundary conditions. The two dark circles on either end of 
the bridge span are the locations for the bridge’s roller supports. The ring of circles around the center of 
the span represents the rollers on the perimeters of the turntable pivot.  At the center of this ring is another 
circle that represents the central steel pivot. Figure 91 shows the elevation view of the model. Figure 92 
displays the plan view of the bridge. Here, the turntable, pivot, and end supports can be clearly seen. The 
width of the turntable at approximately thirty-one feet is slightly larger than the truss width of twenty-nine 
feet. Figure 93 shows the through view of the draw span. Note that the differences in elevation and type 
of the Truss Superstructure transverse bracing  
 The member connectivity caused some problems with local modes. For instance, in parts of the Truss 
Superstructure, some member connections are much closer to moment connections than pin connections. 
Because this isn’t accounted for in the model, some sections are able to move much more than possible in 
the actual structure. Many of the Truss Superstructure diagonals and upper cross-bracings are slender. As 
a result, these members result in local modes. Wherever deemed reasonable, additional fictitious members 
were used to eliminate the local modes by representing the real member connections. The Railroad and 
Highway Decks also had a similar problem. Lumped masses were applied to the floor beams, but the 
connectivity experienced between the girders, stringers, and bracing members, because of the deck, were 
neglected. Therefore, some members remained free to move independently. To reduce some of these local 
modes, fictitious members with artificial section properties were introduced to the Railroad Deck. For the 
Highway Deck, fictitious members will be added that will emulate the connectivity of the deck and 
contain the effective stiffness of the steel grating filled with concrete. 
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Figure 90. Isometric view Frame3D model of Government Bridge 
 
 
Figure 91. Elevation view of Frame3D model 
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Figure 92. Plan view of model 
 
      
 
Figure 93. End view of modeled span (left) Adjusted end view modeled of span (right)
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5.2 NUMERICAL MODE SHAPES AND NATURAL FREQUENCIES 
 This section discusses the results obtained from the numerical Frame3D models. The two different 
models, the one with boundary conditions at the Highway Deck level, the other modeling the depth of the 
turntable pivot, are shown. Additionally, variations in boundary conditions are also shown for the 
Highway Deck model. The defined boundary condition list contains the restraints of: [longitudinal 
displacement; vertical displacement; transverse displacement; rotation about the longitudinal axis; 
rotation about the vertical axis; rotation about the transverse axis]. The mode shapes of the draw span are 
shown in red. The original, undeformed draw span is shown in black. A scaling factor of thirty is used to 
emphasize the mode shapes for all the models. The isometric, plan, and elevation views for the structure 
are included with each model. Only the frequency of the second mode shape is listed, since the second 
mode shapes could not be compared with the experimental observations. 
 Many boundary condition cases were selected and compared with the existing experimental data. 
Since Frame3D is unable to define spring boundary conditions – the only options are “fixed” or “free” for 
each degree of freedom – finding the correct boundary condition combination was paramount. All model 
properties, after careful examination, are defined to reflect the original as-built structure or the current 
structure. The data obtained from the October, 2009, site visit came from six nodes on one side of the 
bridge, and therefore a comprehensive understanding of the bridge modes is impossible. Of the many 
cases numerically evaluated, three cases from the two Frame3D models are shown. Model 1, the model 
that neglects the depth of the turntable pivot, is relatively accurate without innate assumptions regarding 
material or member properties. Model 2, the model that included the turntable pivot, must use effective 
section properties for vertical members that connect the base of the turntable pivot with the interface 
between the turntable and bridge deck. 
5.2.1 MODEL 1: ORIGINAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
 Model 1 is the model that neglects the depth of the turntable pivot. For either end of the draw span, 
the boundary conditions used for this model are: [1 1 1 1 1 0]. The central node of the turntable pivot has 
the boundary conditions [1 1 1 1 0 1], and the surrounding rollers have boundary conditions of [0 1 0 1 1 
1]. The reasoning for the defined boundary condition types is discussed earlier in the “Modeling” section 
of the paper. For the third boundary condition, please note that only the longitudinal and transverse 
directions are unrestrained to allow for the rotation of the pony wheels about the central node. 
 The first vertical bending mode appears to occur at 4.746Hz. This does not match well with the 
experimental frequencies of 3.7Hz or 4.3 Hz. The isometric, plan, and elevation views of the mode shape 
are shown in Figure 94. The elevation view shows the general shape for this bending mode. From the plan 
and isometric view, torsion also seems to be present in this mode. All member properties were examined 
and found to be correct. The draw span for this model appears to effectively behave as two spans, one on 
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both sides of and symmetric about the turntable pivot section. The torsional part of this mode also 
exhibits symmetry. The second vertical bending mode obtained by the numerical analysis occurs at 
5.417Hz.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 94. First Vertical Bending Mode: 4.705 Hz 
 The first transverse mode occurs at 1.936 Hz. The mode shape is shown in Figure 95. This matches 
very closely with the experimental value obtained of 1.95 Hz. The isometric, plan, and elevation views of 
the draw span mode shape are shown in Figure 95. What can be noticed from the plan view of the mode 
shape is that, again, the draw span is behaving as two spans about the central turntable pivot section. The 
central hanger posts of the truss superstructure are also somewhat flexible in the transverse direction since 
movement here is noticeable – from the movement of the Operator’s House deck – relative to the 
longitudinal direction. The second numerical transverse mode occurs at 3.295 Hz. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 95. First Transverse Mode: 1.936 Hz 
5.2.2 MODEL 1: ALTERNATIVE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
 Model 1 is the model that neglects the depth of the turntable pivot. For either end of the draw span, 
the boundary conditions used for this model are: [1 1 1 1 1 0]. The central node of the turntable pivot has 
the boundary conditions [1 1 1 1 0 1]. New boundary conditions were defined for each node lying in the 
transverse direction on either side of the central node of [0 1 0 1 1 1]. The set of mode shapes using the 
boundary conditions defined in the previous model yielded considerably stiffer vertical mode shapes than 
that of the experimental data. The idea that every point along the circumference of the pony is fully 
restrained from vertical movement appears to force the span to act as if fixed at the turntable pivot 
Plan View 
Elevation View 
Isometric View 
Plan View 
Elevation View 
Isometric View 
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location. Therefore, boundary conditions were selected to release part of the vertical restrains and soften 
the structure since this may be more realistic. 
 The first vertical mode shape occurs at 4.173 Hz and is illustrated in Figure 96. This value falls within 
the range of the experimental value of 4.297 Hz. The second vertical mode obtained from the model 
occurs at 4.720 Hz. From the plane view, some torsional effects can be seen along the length of the span, 
but is primarily emphasized on the right side. The overall mode shape maintains a general symmetry and 
seems reasonable. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 96. First Vertical Mode: 4.173 Hz 
 The first numerical transverse mode occurs at 1.874Hz, compared to the experimental prediction of 
1.95Hz. The mode shape is shown in Figure 97. The general shape for this mode is nearly identical to that 
of the previous section and maintains symmetry. The second transverse mode is predicted to occur around 
3.017 Hz. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 97. First Vertical Mode: 1.874 Hz 
5.2.3 MODEL 2: ACCOUNTING FOR THE TURNTABLE PIVOT DEPTH 
 For the second model, the turntable pivot members were modeled in Frame3D. The resulting 
boundary conditions are placed at the base of the turntable section, as opposed to at the deck level. The 
members connecting the bottom and top of the pivot use an effective stiffness to account for the wrap-
around I-shape and stiffeners around the circumference. For either end of the draw span, the boundary 
conditions used for this model are: [1 1 1 1 1 0]. The central node of the turntable pivot has the boundary 
conditions [1 1 1 1 0 1], and the surrounding rollers have boundary conditions of [0 1 0 1 1 1]. These 
boundary conditions are discussed and defined earlier in the paper. 
Plan View 
Elevation View 
Isometric View 
Plan View 
Elevation View 
Isometric View 
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 The first vertical mode for this configuration occurs at 4.677 Hz and is shown in Figure 98. This is 
considerably stiffer than the anticipated 4.297 Hz. The second vertical mode occurs at 5.186 Hz. The 
symmetry and shape appears reasonable, but the frequency is too high. The higher stiffness of the 
structure may be due to the vertical restraints placed at the turntable pivot section. The high effective 
stiffness used for members connecting the bottom and top of the turntable pivot essentially force the 
connecting deck nodes to act as if vertical restrained. This in turn leads to the draw span to act as two 
individual spans fixed at the middle section. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 98. First Vertical Mode 4.677 Hz 
 The first transverse mode occurs at 1.826Hz and is shown in Figure 99. The second transverse mode 
occurs at 3.194Hz. Because the depth of the pivot is included, the boundary conditions defined at the 
turntable base still allow the bridge to rotate above the turntable pivot at the Highway Deck level.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 99. First Transverse Mode Shape: 1.826 Hz 
5.2.4 SUMMARY 
 Model 1, with the alternative turntable pivot boundary conditions defined along a transverse line that 
passes through the central node, is currently considered to be the most realistic of the models and 
boundary conditions examined. The first vertical and transverse modes of 4.173 Hz and 1.874Hz, 
respectively, are well correlated to the corresponding frequencies of 4.297 Hz and 1.953Hz, respectively. 
Until comprehensive acceleration data are analyzed, this model appears to yield sufficiently promising 
results to represent the current structure. 
 
Plan View 
Elevation View 
Isometric View 
Plan View 
Elevation View 
Isometric View 
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CHAPTER 6 
PROJECT CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 Government Bridge is a historic structure that is to be used as a test bed for structural health 
monitoring in the United States and the development of bridge indices. The various aspects of the rotating 
draw span, including uncertainties that may arise due to the behavior of the turntable pivot and the age of 
the structure, create unique challenges for selecting modeling parameters. The uncertainty in bridge 
member properties and functions have, to some degree, been reduced due to observations at the October, 
2009, site visit and documentation of the modifications made to the draw span, draw span pier, and the 
Mississippi River (such as the creation of Lock and Dam 15). Section properties and how these properties 
were derived for every member type in the draw span have been documented. During the October, 2009, 
site visit, acceleration data was taken on the span under regular traffic and train loading.  
 A finite element model was created using Frame3D, a program developed by SSTL for MATLAB®. 
Challenges specific to the modeling of the bridge included poor drawing dimension legibility and 
uncertainty in what bridge members still existed in the original structure. Two Frame3D models were 
created, one considering the depth of the turntable pivot, the other considering the supports to be placed at 
deck level. The numerical results for the latter Frame3D model predict that the first vertical and first 
transverse modes occur at 4.173 Hz and 1.874Hz, respectively. The analysis of the experimental data 
showed that the first vertical and first transverse modes should occur around 4.297 Hz and 1.953 Hz, 
respectively. The differences between these numerical and experimental values are 2.89% and 4.05%, 
respectively. Because the experimental data are based on data from six nodes placed on half the draw 
span on one side of the structure, additional data must be taken to ascertain the exact locations of the 
bridge’s fundamental frequencies. During a site visit in December, 2009, acceleration data was taken 
from many points on the bridge but has not yet been thoroughly analyzed. The Frame3D draw span 
models will be updated following this analysis. 
 One of the long term goals for this project is to develop bridge indices that can be used to optimize 
bridge repair and rehabilitation decisions by departments of transportation or other bridge owners. 
Various types of indices have been developed for bridges that depend on the use index. The bridge 
monitoring system Pontis, which utilizes a more detailed visual bridge inspection, uses the health index to 
aid in repair decisions and contains built-in deterioration models and element deterioration predictions. 
The viability of using a structural health monitoring system to evaluate the structural health of a bridge is 
also to be determined by this project. To this end, a long term wired system has been installed on the 
bridge. Additionally, the bridge may be used for the evaluation of the wireless Imote2 smart sensors for 
structural health monitoring. 
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APPENDIX A 
HISTORIC IMAGES OF GOVERNMENT BRIDGE 
 
Courtesy John M. Browning Memorial Museum, Rock Island, Illinois 
 
Figure 100. 1872 Government Bridge Railroad Deck (left) Highway Deck (right) 
 
     
           Figure 101. Construction 1872 Gov. Bridge  Figure 102. Construction 1896 Gov. Bridge 
 
          
         Figure 103. 1872 Gov. Bridge Turntable Pivot          Figure 104. 1896 Gov Bridge Turntable Pivot  
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Courtesy John M. Browning Memorial Museum, Rock Island, Illinois 
 
 
Figure 105. Ice damage to draw span in 1896 
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APPENDIX B 
FRAME3D MATRICES 
Lumped and Consistent Mass Matrices 
Please note that “Lx” or “L” both correspond to the absolute length of the member. “Ix” is the moment of inertia about the strong 
axis, “Iy” is the moment of inertia about the weak axis, and “Iz” is the polar moment of inertia. “A” is the cross-sectional area of 
the member, “G” is the shear modulus of elasticity, “E” is the modulus of elasticity, and “ρ” is the mass density. 
 
Lumped Mass 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01Mass ρAL
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 02
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  
 
Consistent Mass 
x x
x x
x x
2 2
x x x x
2 2
x x x x
x x
x
140 0 0 0 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0
0 156 0 0 0 22L 0 54 0 0 0 13L
0 0 156 0 -22L 0 0 0 54 0 13L 0
I I
0 0 0 140× 0 0 0 0 0 70× 0 0
A A
0 0 -22L 0 4L 0 0 0 -13L 0 3L 0
0 22L 0 0 0 4L 0 13L 0 0 0 3L1Mass ρAL
420 70 0 0 0 0 0 140 0 0 0 0 0
0 54 0 0 0 13L 0 156 0 0 0 22L
0 0 54 0 -13L 0 0 0 156 0
−
−
−
=
−
x
x x
2 2
x x x x
2 2
x x x x
22L 0
I I
0 0 0 70× 0 0 0 0 0 140× 0 0
A A
0 0 13L 0 3L 0 0 0 22L 0 4L 0
0 -13L 0 0 0 3L 0 22L 0 0 0 4L
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥− −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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Stiffness Matrix 
Please note that “Lx” or “L” both correspond to the absolute length of the member. “Ix” is the moment of inertia about the strong 
axis, “Iy” is the moment of inertia about the weak axis, and “Iz” is the polar moment of inertia. “A” is the cross-sectional area of 
the member, “G” is the shear modulus of elasticity, “E” is the modulus of elasticity, and “ρ” is the mass density. 
 
    
z z z z
2 2
x xx x
y y y y
2 2
x xx x
x x
y y
y y
x x
z z
z z
x x
x
z z z
2 2
xx x
A 0 0 0 0 0 -A 0 0 0 0 0
I I I I
0 12 0 0 0 6 0 -12 0 0 0 6
L LL L
I I I I
0 0 12 0 -6 0 0 0 -12 0 -6 0
L LL L
GI GI
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
E E
I I
0 0 -6 0 4I 0 0 0 6 0 2I 0
L L
I I
0 6 0 0 0 4I 0 -6 0 0 0 2I
L LEK=
L
-A 0 0 0 0 0 A 0 0 0 0 0
I I I I
0 -12 0 0 0 -6 0 12 0 0 0 -6
LL L
z
x
y y y y
2 2
x xx x
x x
y y
y y
x x
z z
z z
x x
L
I I I I
0 0 -12 0 6 0 0 0 12 0 6 0
L LL L
GI GI
0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E E
I I
0 0 -6 0 2I 0 0 0 6 0 4I 0
L L
I I
0 6 0 0 0 2I 0 -6 0 0 0 4I
L L
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
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APPENDIX C 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF VARIOUS BRIDGE MEMBERS 
 These photographs refer to the labeled Truss Superstructure Illustration of Figure 27, page 28. The photographs 
are taken from the downstream side of Government Bridge, near the Rock Island end of the draw span while that 
span was in the stationary position. 
  
Figure 106. L0 (Rock Island side) 
  
Figure 107. L1 
  
Figure 108. L2 
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Figure 109. L3 
   
Figure 110. L4 
   
Figure 111. L5 
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Figure 112. L6 
   
Figure 113. L7 
   
Figure 114. L8 
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APPENDIX D 
Rotation of Government Bridge Draw Span 
 Figures are chronological from left to right, top to bottom. The time values are unitless and only reflect the 
chronological sequence. Higher values refer to a longer duration since the time that rotation began. The approximate 
ninety degree rotation time is about 127 seconds. Rotation adjustments take about six additional seconds. 
      
Figure 115. Time = 0 (left) Time = 1 (right) 
      
Figure 116. Time = 2 (left) Time = 3 (right) 
      
Figure 117. Time = 4 (left) Time = 5 (right) 
